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1. INTRODUCTION
The purpose of the AlbanylBenningtonlRutlandlBurlington (ABRB) Rail Passenger Service
Study was to consider the feasibility of establishing passenger rail service along a route between
Albany (New York) and Burlington (Vennont) with intennediate stations in North Bennington,
Manchester, Rutland, and Middlebury. During the course of the study, public involvement and
input was provided through locally held public meetings in addition to continuing discussions
with the Vennont Rail Council. The overall goal of the study was to provide a capital
improvement plan outlining costs, tasks, and timetables for achieving passenger rail service,
should the State decide to proceed in that direction.
Technical documentation for the study was a series of Working Papers. Working Paper A:
Current Conditions, completed in May 1998, presented an assessment of current conditions in the
study corridor. Working Paper A inventoried general conditions of existing track and associated
structures, identified target ridership markets and current market conditions, and identified
agencies and entities having an interest or jurisdiction potentially affecting the viability of ABRB
service.
Working Paper B: Passenger Rail Requirements, completed in June 1998, described what
conditions need to exist, what improvements need to be made, and what issues need to be addressed
in order to implement the new passenger rail service. Working Paper B identified the physical
characteristics and costs of infrastructure improvements for various alignment alternatives, further
developed the market assessment, and described mechanisms by which jurisdictional interests
might be satisfied.
Working Paper C: Capital Improvement Plan and Program, completed in August 1998, presented
a capital improvement plan and program with a potential sequencing of projects to move towards
implementation of the ABRB. Working Paper C included cost estimates and timelines for
environmental issues, pennitting, design stages, contracting, and construction. Working Paper C
also presented current and future ridership estimates for ABRB alignment alternatives.

Various ABRB alternatives were developed at the beginning of the study, and two were selected
for further development. In the Full Build ABRB alternative, the entire ABRB alignment
between Albany-Rensselaer and Burlington would be designed and constructed as one
continuous project. In the Phased Implementation ABRB alternative, the alignment would be
designed and constructed in city-to-city segments, and passenger rail service could be
implemented as alignment segments were completed. These segments could be constructed
sequentially in any order, or could be constructed concurrently.
The ABRB Final Report, completed in October 1998, presented issues and findings from
Working Papers A, B, and C in addition to the public outreach sessions. That report also
included several detailed technical appendices and a glossary of technical tenninology.
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2. POLICY ASSUMPTIONS
Policy assumptions provided the framework for the ABRB study as follows:

Nature of the Study
The ABRB study was a conceptual feasibility level study. In order to determine recommended
infrastructure improvements, field visits were made only to key locations in the corridor. A full
inspection was not conducted. To verify the precise amount of rehabilitation required to upgrade
the rail corridor to Class 4 standards, it is recommended that, prior to any detailed design, a full
corridor inspection be conducted to verify the findings of this report and to investigate
opportunities for retaining the existing infrastructure.
Travel Time
The Ethan Allen currently operates between New York City and Rutland, Vermont. Between
Albany-Rensselaer and Rutland, the Ethan Allen serves stations in Schenectady NY, Saratoga
Springs NY, Fort Edward - Glens Falls NY, and Fair Haven VT prior to arriving at Rutland. The
Ethan Allen currently makes the trip from New York City to Rutland in 5 hours 45 minutes, with
a travel time from Albany, New York to Rutland, Vermont of2 hours 35 minutes. An important
goal of the ABRB study was to provide a comparable travel time. In order to meet the existing
travel time from Albany to Rutland (approximately 110 miles), a train would need to average
over 40 MPH.
Track Standards
The track will need to be maintained at a minimum of Federal Railroad Administration (FRA)
Class 3 standards in order to meet travel time requirements. As railroad industry standard
practice is to construct track to at least one class level above which it will be maintained,
improvements were identified necessary to construct a track structure that meets FRA Class 4
track standards.
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3. RIDERSHIP FORECASTING
The statistical ridership model was developed in three stages: 1) basic demand, 2) local market
factors, and 3) destination factors. The first stage of the model estimated intercity trips and
assigned a proportion of these trips to the rail mode, using data from Vermonter and Ethan Allen
services. Factors included travel time, travel cost, frequency of service, and travel distance. In
the second stage, local market data were factored into the model, such as rooms and meals tax
receipts, and the number of college students within 10 miles of a rail station. In the third stage,
two final factors were added to account for high rail travel volumes originating in New York
City, and to better predict day-trip rail travel within Vermont.
1998 and 2008 Ridership Estimates
ABRB ridership estimates were developed for the current year (1998), and for 10 years into the
future (2008). The following table provides ridership forecasts of Vermont boardings for the
Full Build ABRB and the Phased Implementation ABRB. The table also shows the current (April
1997-March 1998) Ethan Allen boardings in Vermont for comparative purposes. The Phased
Implementation alternative is shown as two separate entries to reflect how ridership would
change as the alignment phases might be constructed.

The ridership shown in the table includes only passengers boarding in Vermont. Vermont-based
ABRB ridership is forecast to be substantially higher than on the Ethan Allen. Two important
factors in the ridership growth are the increase in train frequency to two trains per day, and the
increase of passenger stations in Vermont.
ABRB Vermont Boardings
ABRB Alternative
Full Build
(AlbanylRensselaer-Burlington via North Bennington,
Manchester. Rutland, Middlebury)
Phased Implementation(Rutland-Burlington only)
Phased Implementation
(Rutland-Burlington plush a shuttle train between
Rutland, Manchester, and North Bennington)
Ethan Allen Express - Actual Ridership
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Improved Year 2008 Ridership

Concepts for encouraging ABRB ridership were researched. Although specific ridership
increases would be difficult to quantify, actions such as those described below, particularly in
combination with one another, would be expected to improve ABRB ridership.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Fare policies such as off-season discounts;
Modified arrival/departure times;
Travel time reduction;
Downtown investment;
Targeting the tour bus market;
Offering premium ABRB service;
Providing connecting service to other rail lines;
Targeting the "autoless" vacationeer; and
Targeting Vermonters traveling to New York City.
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4. PROGRAMMING REQUIREMENTS
Programming requirements are described in detail in the Working Papers. A synopsis is as
follows:
Environmental Review and Permittine
State and federal regulations would require an analysis of environmental impacts, and pennits
would need to be obtained. Several environmental pennits will need to be obtained as the ABRB
project is advanced after the completion of this study. These pennits include:

•
•
•
•

A Section 404 pennit from the U.S. Anny Corps of Engineers in order to comply with the
Clean Water Act.
A Conditional Use Detennination from the Agency of Natural Resources (ANR) as required
for construction of any stations.
Act 250 pennit and scoping to review the Act 250 pennit criteria and to identify potential
controversial issues.
Final review of the site plans by the Division for Historic Preservation (DHP). In addition, if
any sites are on the National Register list of Historic Places, a qualified architectural historian
would review the final project plans in accordance with the Secretary of the Interior's
Standards. A copy of the historian's comment letter would be forwarded to the DHP's office.

Jurisdictional Issues
Many agencies at the federal, state, and local level would play an important role in the ABRB
project. Both the states of Vennont and New York would be involved. Agencies with major
roles and responsibilities include VAOT, Vennont Rail Council, and MPOs and RPCs in the
ABRB corridor (Addison RPC, Rutland RPC, Rutland RPC, Chittenden County MPO,
Bennington RPC, Capital District Transportation Com., Glens Falls RPC).

Additional major players include New York State DOT, Federal Transit Administration (FTA),
Federal Railroad Administration (FRA), and regional Economic and Community Development
Agencies. Affected railroads include National Railroad Passenger Corporation (Amtrak),
Consolidated Rail Corporation (Conrail)/CSX, CP Rail SystemslDelaware & Hlldson Railway
(D&H), Guilford Transportation IndustrieslBoston & Maine. Major issues include the following:
•

•

The AOT will continue to serve as the lead agency and provide project management to
advance the ABRB project at the direction of the Rail Council. The AOT will also contract
for design and construction services to rehabilitate the right-of-way, and modify the existing
Amtrak Operating Agreement to reflect changes in Vennont's passenger rail service,. AOT
will continue to negotiate with freight railroads regarding access rights and agreements in
addition to operating issues, and continue to secure funding from federal, state, local, and rail
sources to advance and implement the ABRB.
AOT will continue the ABRB Pllblic outreach program, including Rail Council, RPCIMPO
sessions, and community meetings, as needed.
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•

•

•

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

Continuing coordination between the AOT and the Federal Transit Administration and .
Federal Railroad Administration regarding the environmental investigation and engineering
design will be required.
The regional planning commissions or metropolitan planning organizations in the ABRB
corridor will continue to provide guidance on local and regional transportation and planning
issues related to the project. As ABRB progresses, the RPCslMPO will of course include
ABRB improvements in the regional TIP for future allocation by appropriate funding sponsor.
Area RPCslMPOs are designated in the following table.
Amtrak will continue to work with the AOT on operational aspects including track
conditions, operating speeds, grade crossing protection, schedules, connections, equipment,
crews, revenues, cost sharing, ridership, and marketing.
Amtrak will continue to work with AOT to revise the current Operating Agreement between
Vermont and Amtrak.
A passenger service schedule change on the Comail (and, subsequently, CSX) segment will
need to be worked out with Comail because they are responsible for the operations and
dispatching of both freight and passenger trains along the alignment as far as Schenectady.
CP Rail and the D&H (St. Lawrence & Hudson Railway) have the same jurisdiction as
Comail on their respective segments of the route. The segment from Schenectady to
Glenville Junction already operates passenger trains. Schedule changes will need to be
worked out with the railroads.
The segment from Glenville Junction to Mechanicville will have new operating and liability
considerations that need to be negotiated as part of a new service agreement with CP
RaillD&H prior to the initiation of the new passenger service.
The Guilford segment does not currently operate passenger trains and a trackage rights or
passenger service agreement will need to be negotiated between AOT/Amtrak and Guilford
for this new service.
VTR will need to be consulted regarding the dispatching and operation of the passenger
trains on their line segment. The recently negotiated Access Agreement for the CharlotteBurlington Commuter Rail service should provide a framework for this discussion.
It is recommended that the economic and community development agencies be "kept in the
loop" for the ABRB project, as the agencies will have continued interest in the Amtrak
passenger service to the region. For example, the Saratoga Economic Development Council
is currently hoping to initiate new commuter rail service between Albany and Saratoga. As
another example, Town of Bennington Community Development officials are advocating
early passenger service to the Bennington area as an important economic development tool.
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5.

CONSTRUCTION OPTIONS

Two basic scenarios for construction of the ABRB were developed. Each scenario included the
duration for the design and construction phases of the project. The construction contingency
percentage developed by the consultant team was 40%, based on prior experience with projects at
a similar conceptual level of study. This percentage was the subject of a lively discussion at the
July meeting of the Rail Council. In light of this discussion, a 20% contingency was also
displayed. Project costs by city-to-city segment with both contingency levels are noted below.
Full Build ABRB
The Full Build scenario begins in Rensselaer (Albany). New York, with station stops In
Schenectady, North Bennington (Vennont). Manchester. Rutland, and Middlebury prior to
arriving in Burlington. If the project were to be designed and constructed as one continuous
segment, the project would take a total of eight years to complete. In 1998 dollars. the total cosl
for design and construction of the Full Build altcrnUII\'C' ~\'Ould be $126. 7 million ($/08.6 million
with a 20% construction contingency).
Phased Implementation ABRB
The Phased Implementation ABRB scenario otTers design and construction of ABRB as a series of
projects, potentially allowing implementation of passenger service to some ABRB stations prior
to the completion of the entire project. The citY-lO-city segments could be constructed in
succession, and in any order. Alternatively, all segments could be constructed concurrently. The
construction phasing eventually selected would be predicated on practical criteria such as the
available funding for the project over a period of time.
If the project were to be designed and constructed in sequential fashion, with no overlapping of
segments, it could take thirteen years to complete. If it were completed concurrently, the project
could be completed on five years. In 1998 dollars. the cost for design and construction of the
segments would be as follows:

ABRB Capital Costs by Segment
City-ta-City Segment

Burlington-Rutland
Rutland-North Bennington
N .Bennington-AlbanylRensselaer
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Capital Cost
(20% Construction
Contingency)
$37.9 million
$49.6 million
$21.2 million

Track
Mileage
66.4
54.5
68.4
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6. PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT
A comprehensive ABRB public involvement plan was implemented to assemble advice and
counsel from technical and community sources. The first round of public involvement sessions
was conducted in May and June 1998, to introduce the study and to solicit guidance on the
development of the' study. In July and August, Working Papers B and C were presented to the
Vermont Rail Council. In September, a final series of public meetings were held to gain input
regarding the Draft Final Report. Completed outreach sessions are summarized in the following
table.
ABRB Outreach Sessions

Hosting AgencylLocation
Vermont Rail Council
Addison County Regional Plimning
Commission
RutlandRPC
Chittenden County MPO
Bennington County RPC
Vermont Rail Council
Vermont Rail Council
VAOT & Bennington County RPC
VAOT & Rutland RPC
VAOT & Chittenden County MPO
Vermont Rail Council
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LocatioD

Date

Topic

Montpelier
Middlebury

May 21
May 20

Working Paper A
Working Paper A

Rutland
Shelburne
Arlington
Montpelier
Montpelier
Arlington
Rutland
Burlington
Montpelier

May 28
June 2
June 2
July 21
August 18
Sept. 9
Sept. 10
Sept. 15
Oct. 27

Working Paper A
Working Paper A
Working Paper A
Working Paper B
Working Paper C
Draft Final Report
Draft Final Report
Draft Final Report
Final Report
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7. CONCLUSION
The purpose of the AlbanyIBenningtonlRutlandlBurlington (ABRB) Rail Passenger Service
Study was to consider the feasibility of establishing passenger rail service along a route between
Albany (New York) and Burlington (Vennont) with intennediate stations in North Bennington,
Manchester, Rutland, and Middlebury. During the course of the study, public involvement and
input was provided through public meetings in Arlington, Burlington, Middlebury, and Rutland,
in addition to continuing discussions with the Vennont Rail Council.
The overall goal of the study was to provide a capital improvement plan outlining costs, tasks,
and timetables for achieving passenger rail service, should the State decide to proceed in that
direction. It was detennined during the course of the study that each of the ABRB alternatives
could be constructed and implemented, and that each of the alternatives have good potential for
the resolution of jurisdictional issues.
Full technical documentation for the ABRB study is contained in the previously published
Working Papers A, B, C. In addition, a separately bound Final Report, containing key technical
material plus Appendices, a photo log, and a glossary is available.
Implementation of the ABRB would provide improved passenger rail service to the state of
Vennont. Amtrak's existing Ethan Allen Express currently provides popular service from
Albany, New York to the city of Rutland. With implementation of ABRB, the jurisdictions of
BenningtonINorth Bennington, Manchester, Middlebury, and Burlington would also have the
benefits of Amtrak passenger rail service. Rail ridership would increase significantly with the
implementation of ABRB, providing benefits not only to individual rail riders, but to the local
communities and the state ofVennont as well.
Public opinion, as expressed at the public meetings held as part of this project, is very supportive
of the ABRB project. Vennonters generally agree that improved long-distance passenger rail
service is good for the State and the individual communities. At each of the public meetings,
local representatives expressed interest in having the ABRB segments that would serve their
respective communities completed as soon as possible. Vennonters also expressed interest in
concepts such as fast tracking construction, or rerouting Amtrak service onto the new alignment
prior to the completion of construction, indicating favorable attitudes towards the project.
Amtrak has also expressed support for the project, and is interested in continuing to work in
partnership with Vennont to further develop the ABRB service.
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7.1

Next Steps

There are several "early action" tasks that should be undertaken to advance the ABRB project:
•

•

A track inspection was not completed as part of the ABRB study due to project budget
limitations. An inspection of the entire alignment in both Vermont and New York should be
conducted. Track inspectors would walk the alignment and make a detailed infrastructure
assessment, which would provide comprehensive data for further development of ABRB.
(Bridge inspections and diagnostic reviews of grade crossings also need to be completed.)
Data from the inspection would be used to more fully develop the infrastructure assessment,
which would then allow for development of a refined capital plan. One of the issues
discussed at several of the public meetings was interest in bringing the ABRB to Vermont as
soon as possible, perhaps prior to the completion of full construction. After the completion
of the track inspection would be the time to consider:
~

Incremental implementation of ABRB passenger service--rerouting the Ethan
Allen onto the ABRB alignment prior to the full completion of construction.

~

"Value engineering"--consideration of design, engineering, and construction
strategies to potentially lower the cost of the project.

Strategy sessions should be convened with key stakeholders to clarify and agree upon next
steps to advance ABRB. Sessions would include key Federal, State, and local officials, policy
makers, and staff:
~

A session with federal officials to discuss ABRB status and advancement.

~

A session with Vermont legislators to consider the state's willingness to program and
invest capital funds over mUltiple years to design and construct ABRB.

~

A session with Amtrak to discuss updated operating policy considerations.

~

A session with Vermont and New York State, MPOslRPCs and local officials to work
towards an understanding (and perhaps a written Memorandum of Understanding) of
agency roles and responsibilities in the ABRB project.

•

The environmental investigation process should be started. Vermont (in coordination with
New York) would likely be designated as the lead agency, responsible for investigation of
environmental issues including noise and vibration, hazardous materials, land use, and
wetlands.

•

The Rail Council and AOT should continue to work with the freight and passenger
railroads on matters such as access agreements, infrastructure planning, operations planning,
and capital improvement programming. Amtrak has expressed interest in continuing to
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develop the partnership between Amtrak and Vermont, and would like to work with Vermont ·
on advancement of the ABRB project. Access agreements need to be negotiated with
Guilford and CP RaillD&H prior to the initiation of the new passenger service. The recently
negotiated access agreement for the Charlotte-Burlington Commuter Rail service should
provide a framework for these discussions.
•

7.2

Following further advancement of the ABRB concept, a business plan should be developed.
The purpose of the business plan would be to provide support for the project from the design
stage into the implementation stage. Elements to be developed in the business might include
financing, service strategies, rolling stock, track and grade crossings, stations, environmental
mitigation, and operations.
New York Update

As the ABRB study was being completed, Amtrak and New York State officials announced an
agreement to upgrade the Empire Corridor between New York City and Albany. This $185
million, five year program will include infrastructure improvements allowing trains to travel at
speeds up to 125 mph, and a second track between Albany and Schenectady. Travel time
between New York City and Albany will be reduced by an average of 20 minutes, allowing a trip
time of about 2 hours. The $140 million cost of rebuilding seven Turboliner trains will be split
between New York and Amtrak. Passenger cars used on the corridor will be completely rebuilt,
and will include modernized interiors with customer amenities such as larger seats and
provisions for laptop computers. Empire Corridor work will begin in 1999 and shDuld be
completed by 2004.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. Purpose

The purpose of the AlbanylBenningtonlRutlandlBurlington (ABRB) Rail Passenger Service
Study was to consider the feasibility of establishing passenger rail service along a route between
Albany (New York) and Burlington (Vennont) with intennediate stations in North Bennington,
Manchester, Rutland, and Middlebury. A map of the ABRB alignment in Vennont, courtesy of
Vennont Railway (VTR) is displayed in Appendix A.
During the course of the study, public involvement and input was provided through locally held
public meetings in addition to continuing discussions with the Vennont Rail Council. The overall
goal of the study was to provide a capital improvement plan outlining costs, tasks, and timetables
for achieving the goal of passenger rail service, should the State decide to proceed in that
direction. Several Appendices are provided in this Final Report to display technical detail. An
explanation of technical railroad tenns used in this report can be found in Appendix I - Glossary.
Technical documentation for the study was a series oftechnical Working Papers. Working Paper
A: Current Conditions, completed in May 1998, presented an assessment of existing conditions in
the study corridor. Working Paper A inventoried general conditions of existing track and
associated structures, identified target ridership markets and current market conditions, and
identified agencies and entities having an interest or jurisdiction potentially affecting the viability
of ABRB service.
Working Paper B: Passenger Rail Requirements, completed in June 1998, described what
conditions need to exist, what improvements need to be made, and what issues need to be addressed
in order to implement the new passenger rail service. Working Paper B identified the physical
characteristics and costs of infrastructure improvements for various alignment alternatives, further
developed the market assessment, and described mechanisms by which jurisdictional interests
might be satisfied.
Working Paper C: Capital Improvement Plan and Program, completed in August 1998, presented
a capital improvement plan and program with a potential sequencing of projects to move towards
implementation of the ABRB. Working Paper C included cost estimates and timelines for
environmental issues, permitting, design stages, contracting, and construction. Working Paper C
also presented current and future ridership estimates for ABRB alignment alternatives.
The Draft Final Report, completed and presented to the public in September 1998, presented
issues and findings from Working Papers A, B, and C.
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1.2. Policy Framework
The following bullets describe the policy framework for the ABRB study:
•

This project was a conceptual level study. In order to verify the precise amount of
rehabilitation required to upgrade the rail corridor to Class 4 standards, it is recommended
that, prior to any detailed design, a full corridor inspection be conducted to verify the
findings of this report and to investigate opportunities for retaining the existing
infrastructure.

•

Amtrak's Ethan Allen Express currently makes the run from New York City to Rutland VT
in 5 hours 45 minutes, with a travel time from Albany NY to Rutland VT of 2 hours 35
minutes. A goal of the ABRB study is to provide a comparable travel time. In order to meet
the existing travel time from Albany to Rutland (approximately 110 miles), a train will need
to average over 40 MPH.

•

Federal Railroad Administration (FRA) track classifications limit the speeds at which
passenger trains may operate over a segment of track. The table below displays FRA
authorized maximum passenger train speeds by track classification. The track will need to be
maintained at a minimum of FRA Class 3 standards to meet travel time requirements, and
Amtrak standard practice for track maintenance is to construct track to at least one class level
above which it will be maintained.
Table 1: Passenger Train Speed Limits
Maximum Speed
(mph)
Not permitted
15
30
60
80
90
110
125

Track Classification
Excepted Track
Class 1
Class 2
Class 3
Class 4
Class 5
Class 6
Class 7

1.3. Potential Alignments and Routings
Various alignments were developed at the beginning of the study, as described in Appendix B.
Two alternatives were selected for further development in the study as follows: The Full Build
ABRB, and the Phased Implementation ABRB. In the Full Build ABRB alternative, the entire
alignment between Albany-Rensselaer and Burlington would be designed and constructed as one
continuous project. In the Phased Implementation ABRB alternative, the alignment would be
designed and constructed in city-to-city segments, allowing the implementation of passenger rail
service as alignment segments were completed
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2. PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT
Public involvement was a critical element of the ABRB feasibility study. A comprehensive public
involvement plan was implemented to assemble advice and counsel from both technical and
community sources. The Vermont Rail Council served as the technical advisory committee
throughout the course of the study.
The purpose of the first public sessions in Montpelier, Middlebury, Rutland, Shelburne, and
Arlington was to introduce the ABRB study, present Working Paper A, and solicit guidance on
the further development of the study. Technical Working Papers B and C were presented at
subsequent sessions. The project culminated with a final set of public meetings to present the
Draft Final Report.
Comments and suggestions from the sessions are incorporated into this Final Report. In
addition, minutes from the final public meetings in Arlington, Rutland, and Burlington can be
found in Appendix J. Responses to comments from these meetings can also be found in
Appendix J. The table below is a complete list of the outreach sessions conducted as part of the
ABRB study.

Table 2: Completed Outreach Sessions
Hosting Agency

Location

Vermont Rail Council
Addison County Regional Planning
Commission
RutlandRPC
Chittenden County l\1PO
Bennington County RPC
Vermont Rail Council
Vermont Rail Council
VAOT & Bennington County RPC
VAOT & Rutland RPC
Vermont Rail Council
VAOT & Chittenden County l\1PO
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Montpelier
Middlebury

Date
May 21
May 20

Working Paper A
Working Paper A

Rutland
Shelburne
Arlington
Montpelier
Montpelier
Arlington
Rutland
Montpelier
Burlington

May 28
June 2
June 2
July 21
August 18
Sept. 9
Sept. 10
Sept. 15
Sept. 15

Working Paper A
Working Paper A
Working Paper A
Working Paper B
Working Paper C
Draft Final Report
Draft Final Report
Draft Final Report
Draft Final Report
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3. INFRASTRUCTURE
A major component of the ABRB study was updating the inventory of existing rail infrastructure
and identifying conditions that need to exist in order to implement passenger rail service. Earlier
infrastructure assessments, such as VAOT's 1997 Five-Year State Railroad Capital Development
Plan, were used as a starting point for the inventory. The 1997 Plan was an update of a 1993
study, and assumed operations at FRA Class 2 or 3. It did not include data on some cost
categories such as ballast, bridge work, and right-of-way, nor allowances for design or
contingencies.
Types of information used to assess existing conditions in the ABRB rail corridor included
valuation maps, track charts, record construction drawings, structure plans, operating timetables,
operating rules, and conversations with railroaders familiar with operations along the track.
Infrastructure data resources are described in Appendix A. In addition, Appendix D and Appendix
E display photo logs from the Vermont and New York track inspection site visits. It should be
reiterated that a full track inspection was not conducted as part of this project.

3.1. Vermont Region
The Vermont portion of the rail corridor begins at the interchange junction with the B&M at
Hoosick Junction, New York. From south to north, the corridor includes the communities of
North Bennington, Manchester, Rutland, Middlebury, and Burlington.

3.1.1. Track
The general condition of the corridor is between FRA Class 1 and 2, which would allow for
maximum speed of passenger trains of 15-30 mph. On the Northern Subdivision, north of Rutland,
several sections of track currently have Class 3 maximum operating speeds for freight of 40 mph.
These sections are generally from Milepost (MP) 57 in Center Rutland to MP 67 in Florence; from
MP 72 to MP 76 in Brandon; from MP 88 in Middlebury to MP 100 south of Vergennes; and from
MP 109 in Charlotte to the Burlington Yard Limit. There are several exceptions within these limits
and along the entire line where Vermont Railway (VTR) has imposed speed restrictions. In order
to upgrade the track to Class 4 standards, improvements will be required. More significant
improvements will be required on the track south of Rutland than north of Rutland, due to existing
track conditions and environmental issues.

3.1.2. Rail
The rail corridor consists of a mix of 90D, 100RB, and 105RE jointed rail. North of Milepost 109
in Charlotte, the track was recently upgraded in sections with 127 Dudley CWR rail. For the most
part, the 90D rail has deteriorated and has defects. In order to upgrade to a higher class for
passenger service, it is assumed that all 90D and 100RB rail will need to be replaced. A total of 67
miles of track will need to be replaced in order to upgrade for passenger service.
Rail is primarily classified by two characteristics: weight per linear yard and profile (crosssection) design. For example, standard mainline rail is designated at 115 RE, which notes that
one linear yard weighs 115 pounds and the profile of the rail is of the America Railway
Engineering Association (AREA) design. In order to operate safe, comfortable and maintainable
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passenger service, all rail that does not meet Class 4 requirements should be replaced with new .
or relay (used) rail. It is also recommended that all new rail be continuous welded rail (CWR). It
has been found that CWR yields much lower maintenance costs from a long-term railroad
maintenance standpoint.

3.1.3. Ties
Cross-ties are an essential component of the track structure: transferring loads from the rail
directly into the ballast; restraining the track from lateral movement; aiding in anchoring rail; and
helping to maintain track gauge. The FRA has stringent tie requirements for Class 4 track, as
seen in Table 1. Generally, in climates similar to Vermont, timber cross-ties have a typical life
span of between 25 and 35 years.
Ties are in relatively poor condition throughout the alignment except between Charlotte and
Burlington, where upgrades were recently performed as pan of another project. At least 30%-40%
of the ties throughout the line will need to be replaced, and there are sections where a more
significant tie replacement program will be required. Approximately 150,000 new ties will be
required between MP 0 in North Bennington and MP 109 in Charlotte.

3.1.4. Ballast
The corridor consists of gravel beds with sand and gravel for ballast sections. From North
Bennington to Rutland, ballast is composed of cinders and in need of undercutting and replacement
with crushed stone. The segment between Manchester and Rutland in particular has been
identified as requiring special attention due to wetlands issues. North of Rutland, the crushed
stone ballast is in better condition, although sections will need upgrades. Ballast is fouled at most
grade crossings. Well-drained subgrade is critical, as a saturated subgrade loses approximately
half of its strength. This is especially important along the project corridor given the higher
amounts of clay within the embankment structure.

3.1.5. Superelevation
Many of the curves on the line will have to be relined and resurfaced in order to provide the
proper superelevation for achieving speeds greater than 40 mph. Superelevation is the amount by
which the outer rail on a curve is raised to tip railroad cars inward to compensate for the effect of
centrifugal force. Surfacing and potentially adjustment of the curves would be required to
increase the actual superelevation in order to achieve 60 mph speeds of passenger service.

3.1.6. Drainage
Ditching is needed along the entire corridor, particularly at grade crossings. All pipes and culverts
should be cleaned and cleared of debris. Good drainage is the most important function of a
roadbed. Track that is not drained properly frequently loses its line and grade and requires large
maintenance expenditures. Many track bed and sub grade problems can be reduced with drainage
improvements. Furthermore, each drainage facility under or immediately adjacent to the roadbed
must be maintained and kept free of obstruction.
In areas where ditching is not possible due to excessive slopes, or right of way encroachments, it
is suggested that perforated underdrains be installed in a bed of crushed stone wrapped in filter
fabric and backfilled with well-drained material.
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3.1.7. Anchoring and Joint Tightening
It is recommended that rail anchors be installed along the entire corridor, as per Amtrak

specifications. As the new or relay rail is installed the rail should be properly anchored with box
anchors, at a minimum of one for every four ties. For sections that are already anchored, it is
recommended that any joint bolts be tightened.

3.1.8. Lining and Surfacing
Much of the existing railroad requires surfacing and track lining (cleaning and tamping the
roadbed). All areas where rail will be replaced should be surfaced and lined, as well as those
areas where improvements will be made. It is recommended that the entire line from North
Bennington, MP 0.00, to Charlotte, MP 109, be lined and surfaced.

3.1.9. Maintenancellnspection
Maintaining a right-of-way to FRA Class 3 or 4 standards requires a strong maintenance pro'gram
base, whereby track problems or deviations are usually minor and can be corrected economically
without an extended impact on operations. Trackage that is maintained at a condition lower than
Class 3 may require frequent and significant work and maintenance expenditures to correct
abnormalities that may occur through normal operations. Based on the classification of track
and the fact that passenger trains will use it, inspections are to occur twice weekly with at least
one-calendar day intervals between inspections. The importance of establishing a regular
maintenance program cannot be overstated.

3.1.10. Grade Crossings
Based on the information provided by VTR, there are 228 grade crossings between North
Bennington and Burlington. They consist of 85 public and 143 private crossings and, generally,
have passive warning devices. Thirty-seven of the public grade crossings have flashers and two
of them have automatic gates. The equipment at these grade crossings ranges in condition and
type from deteriorated to new. It is recommended that all major public roads not equipped with
active warning devices be upgraded to include automatic gates. One crossing of particular
concern is the Eagle Square Crossing at MP 3.53 in North Bennington. The configuration of the
roadway approaches at this crossing will need to be addressed in order to accommodate future
increases in rail traffic. An assessment, or "diagnostic", of individual grade crossings was not
performed as part of this study.
The majority of the private crossings have no protection. Some crossings have stop signs, but only
four have bells as a warning device. Gates should be provided where traffic volumes and types
warrant the additional protection. With the advent of higher speed and more frequent train service,
the type and level of warning devices at the grade crossings will require a more detailed analysis
prior to design. Each crossing will need to be evaluated independently with the roadway/track
interface studied in detail.
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3.1.11. Signals
The Vennont right-of-way is "dark territory", meaning that no wayside signal system has been
installed. Signal system installation is not recommended for this project, due to the low volume
of passenger rail traffic that will be operating compared to the costs of installing a signal system.
The schedule for passenger service can be designed so that the existing freight and the new
passenger service are easily accommodated on the right-of-way. The ABRB service will be
managed and dispatched in a manner similar to the existing Ethan Allen. As rail traffic increases,
a dark territory control system could be designed to more actively manage the right-of-way.
After train throughput increases to the point that the limits ofthe dark territory control system are
reached, a signal system could then be considered for the right-of-way.
3.1.12. Structures
There are many structures along the corridor, composed primarily of railroad bridges over
highways and rivers, or highway bridges over the railroad. Based on the current speed restrictions
established by VTR there are twenty-one structures that are currently within the limits of a speed
restriction. As part of this project, upgrades may be required in order to achieve higher operating
speeds. Improvements may include rail and tie replacement and superelevation adjustments on
each structure. Additionally, VTR has identified six structures requiring special attention due to
their structural integrity. Several overhead highway bridges are located along the corridor.
Special attention will also be made to track improvements where overhead bridges are located
along the corridor. When adjusting the superelevation for increased speeds on the track, it will be
critical to maintain minimum horizontal and vertical clearances at the overhead structure.
3.1.13. Operations
The Vennont Railway line stretches from Burlington, Vennont to Hoosick Junction, New York,
and is owned by the State of Vennont. The line is leased to a private operator, the Vennont
Railway, Inc. The Vennont Railway connects to the New England Central in Burlington, the
Clarendon & Pittsford Railroad (CLP, an affiliate ofVTR) and the Green Mountain Railroad (an
affiliate ofVTR) at Rutland and the Boston and Maine (B&M) at Hoosick Junction.
Between Burlington and Rutland, this line carries the bulk of the Vennont Railway's freight
traffic that is estimated at 13,500 cars a year. Most of this traffic is sent over the CLP to
interchange with the Delaware and Hudson (D&H) at Whitehall. Approximately one freight
train runs in each direction each day, with additional switching and industrial service provided on
an as-needed basis. Passenger service on this line was suspended in 1953, but a privately
operated tourist train between Burlington and Middlebury operates (weekends only as of 1998)
during the summer months. The VAOT is presently implementing passenger rail service on this
line between Burlington and Charlotte.
Between Rutland and North Bennington, this line only receives light freight service in order to
meet the needs of local shippers such as bulk feed, cement, etc. Passenger service on this line
was suspended in 1953. Freight service on the line between North Bennington and Hoosick
Junction was suspended in 1993. Passenger service on this line was suspended in 1953 and the
connecting B&M passenger mainline from Johnsonville, NY to Troy, NY has been abandoned
and dismantled. Excursion service ran between Manchester and ArlingtonINorth Bennington
during the summer of 1998.
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The CLP operates a 23.7 mile line between Rutland, VT and Whitehall, NY. (The railroad also
operates a one-mile branch line in Vermont.) The railroad is private and its ownership is
integrated with the company that operates the Vermont Railway. The Rutland and Whitehall line
mostly carries overhead traffic from the Vermont Railway estimated at 9,000 cars a year for
interchange with the D&H at Whitehall. Passenger service was recently reactivated with
Amtrak's Ethan Allen. The Ethan Allen operates one southbound train each day and two
northbound trains each day over the CLP.
3.2. New York Region
3.2.1. Track
The rail, superelevation, anchoring, joint condition, line, surface, tie, ballast, drainage, and
maintenancelinspection requirements for the proposed passenger service on the New York
segments are similar to those found in Vermont. However, the infrastructure improvements do vary
greatly by item for each New York segment because of the variance of the existing conditions and
the proposed level of service for each segment. In addition, it should be noted that physical
characteristics (e.g. curvature) in certain of the New York segments may still prevent the attainment
of the desirable 60 mph operating speed on certain segments. Curves over 2 degrees 45 minutes
would restrict the passenger operating speeds to less than 60 mph (based on 4" maximum
superelevation with 3" underbalance).
A summary of the improvements recommended for each track element by New York line
segment is outlined as follows:

3.2.1.1.

Rensselaer to Glenville Junction

Track on the section between Rensselaer and Schenectady typically meets FRA Class 6
standards, and the Ethan Allen already operates on this segment. The section between
Schenectady and Glenville Junction typically meets FRA Class 3 standards, and the Ethan Allen
also operates on this segment. No upgrades are required.
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3.2.1.2.

Glenville Junction to Mechanicville

In the section between Glenville Junction and Mechanicville, track typically meets FRA Class 2
standards. Upgrades would be requires as follows :
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Rail:
Superelevation:
Anchoring:
Line / Surface:
Ties:
Ballast:
Drainage:

3.2.1.3.

Mostly CWR (some upgrade required.)
Upgrade required. (3" underbalance)
Some upgrade required.
Upgrade required.
Upgrade required.
Upgrade required.
Upgrade required.

Mechanicville to Hoosick Junction

The track between Mechanicville and Hoosick Junction typically meets FRA Class 3 standards,
but there are numerous speed restrictions below 40 mph on this segment. Guilford is reportedly
updating this section in anticipation of increased freight traffic. Track improvements in this
segment are recommended as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

3.2.1.4.

Rail:
Ties:
Ballast:
Line / Surface:
Superelevation:
Drainage:
Inspection:

Mostly CWR (some upgrade required.)
Upgrade required.
OK (no upgrade required.)
Upgrade required.
Upgrade required. (3" underbalance)
OK (no upgrade required.)
OK (no upgrade required.)

Hoosick Junction to North Bennington

The track typically meets FRA Class 1 standards. Numerous track deficiencies could inhibit
passenger service on this segment. Some areas that were recently storm damaged and should
remain out of service until extensive repairs can be made. Track conditions that should be
addressed are as follows:
•
•
•
'.
•
•
•

Rail:
Ties:
Ballast:
Line / Surface:
Superelevation:
Drainage:
Inspection:
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3.2.2. Grade Crossings/Signals
This section deals with the protection of the public grade crossings in the New York region.
Grade crossings needs by segment are summarized as follows:

3.2.2.1.

Rensselaer to Mechanicville

The grade crossing surfaces and warning devices on this segment are already suitable for
passenger servIce.

3.2.2.2.

Mechanicville to Hoosick Junction

Public grade crossing protection at several locations on this segment will need to be upgraded
(i.e. - modify approach circuits) to allow passenger service at 60 mph. In addition, two crossings
(MP 449.91 and 447.11) currently have only flashers and should be upgraded to add gates. It is
anticipated that 3 private crossings will also need to be upgraded.

3.2.2.3.

Hoosick Junction to North Bennington

The public grade crossings at the following locations would have to be upgraded (i.e. - add
flashers and gates and modify approach circuits) to allow passenger service at 50 mph:

•

•
•
•
•

MP
MP
MP
MP
MP

165.90
167.10
167.20
168.45
170.00

North Hoosick Road
Walloomsac Road
Cottrell Road
Bennington Road
Stateline Crossing

It is not known at this time whether or not the crossings were put in the "exempt" status when the
line was taken out of service. If so, they would need to be reinstated with NYSDOT and the
FRA as active crossings.

3.2.3. Structures

3.2.3.1.

Rensselaer to Hoosick Junction

There are no known structural deficiencies that would prohibit passenger service on this
segment at this time.
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3.2.3.2.

Hoosick Junction to North Bennington

There may be structural deficiencies that would prohibit passenger service on this segment at
this time. The following bridges will need to be inspected and rehabilitated:
•
•
•
•
•

MP
MP
MP
MP
MP

166.00
166.20
168.70
168.80
169.50

Walloomsac River
County Highway
Walloomsac River
Power House Road
Walloomsac River

It is anticipated that at least timber deck replacements will be required on some of the bridges, if
not some strengthening of the structural steel members (i.e. girders and stringers). A specific list
of deficiencies will need to be developed following the detailed inspection of each structure.

3.2.4. Operations
Passenger service already operates on the segment between Rensselaer and Schenectady
segment, so there are no major deficiencies at this time. New York officials are already studying
the addition of a second main track on this segment, in anticipation of potential commuter rail
demonstration service between Saratoga and Albany.
The segment between Schenectady and Glenville Junction already handles passenger and freight
service. However, the pending acquisition of Conrail by Norfolk Southern and CSX
Transportation may generate more freight traffic on this line. NYSDOT is also studying the
potential consolidation ofD&H and B&M tracks at Glenville Junction in order to reduce the cost
of reconstructing a local road. As a result, rail traffic congestion at this location may inhibit
passenger service on this segment. On the section between Glenville Junction and Mechanicville,
the track reconfigurations planned for Glenville Junction may also inhibit passenger service on
this segment. On the track between Mechanicville and Hoosick Junction, the current track
geometry has historically prohibited the attainment of desirable operating speeds due to the
dramatic topography of the area. As noted earlier, the track between Hoosick Junction and North
Bennington would need significant investment to allow operation of passenger service.
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4. CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PLAN AND PROGRAM
4.1. Infrastructure Requirements
This section quantifies the physical characteristics of the infrastructure necessary to support
Amtrak passenger service. The recommendations outlined in this report are based on information
obtained from previous studies, information obtained from the railroads, and spot inspections. It is
important to note that this is a conceptual level study.

In order to verify the precise amount of rehabilitation required to upgrade the rail corridor
to Class 4 standards, it is recommended that, prior to any detailed design, a full corridor
inspection be conducted to verify the findings of this report and to investigate opportunities
for retaining the existing infrastructure.
Infrastructure cost estimates were developed for each city-to-city segment in the ABRB corridor.
The conceptual cost estimates, which can be found in Appendix F - Capital Cost Worksheets,
include major cost categories, unit costs and the quantity of each line item. The costs include a
40% construction contingency, as displayed in Appendix H - Construction Contingency. A 40%
contingency is recommended because this is a conceptual level feasibility study and there are
many unresolved details at this point.
As a result of discussion at the Vermont Rail Council meeting a 20% construction contingency
was also displayed. However, the consultant-recommended contingency remains 40%. As ABRB
advances through preliminary and final design after the conclusion of this study, it can be
expected the recommended construction contingency figures will be reduced. In addition, a
separate 20% design and administration figure was used at the direction of AOT, based on
experience with other similar projects. Further detail describing the construction contingency,
and the design and administration allowance, can be found in Appendix J.

Cost estimates do not include trackwork such as passing sidings and special trackwork that
might be associated with the operating plan. These costs are expected to be minor. Costs
for signals are not included, as a signal system is not recommended. Costs for vehicles are
not included. All costs are represented in 1998 dollars.
The major infrastructure cost categories include Track, Grade Crossing/Signals, Stations,
Structures, PermittinglWetland Mitigation and Temporary Construction Easements. The Track
category includes rail replacement, superelevation, anchoring, lining and surfacing, ties, ballast
and drainage/undercutting.
•

The Grade Crossing/Signals category includes general improvements, public crossings, and
private crossings. With the advent of higher speed and more frequent train service, the type and
level of warning devices at the grade crossing will require a more detailed analysis prior to
design. As noted earlier, no changes to signals are recommended.

•

The Structures category includes upgrades, clearance and structural rehabilitation.
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•

The PermittingIWetland Mitigation category includes environmental permitting costs.
Several environmental permits will need to be obtained.

Findings and recommendations resulting from previous studies, information obtained from the
railroads, and from spot track inspections are summarized in the following narrative. It is
recommended, however, that a full corridor inspection be performed to verify the findings of this
report and to investigate opportunities for retaining the existing infrastructure.
•

All 90D, 100RB, and 105RE jointed and defective rail should be replaced.

•

Anchors should be provided along the entire corridor. As new or relay rail is installed the rail
should be properly anchored with box anchors, at a minimum of one for every four ties. It is
also recommended that loose joint bolts in remaining sections of rail be tightened.

•

Many of the curves on the line will have to be relined and resurfaced in order to provide the
proper superelevation for achieving speeds greater than 40 mph. Surfacing of the curves will
be required to increase the actual superelevation in order to achieve 60 mph speeds.

•

Much of the existing railroad requires minor surfacing and track lining. All areas where rail
will be replaced should be surfaced and lined, as well as those areas where other
improvements will be made.

•

An average of 30-40% of cross-ties are in need of replacement along the entire corridor.

•

Ballast over much of the line is fouled. It is recommended the sections of the line and all
grade crossing locations be undercut and reballasted with a minimum of 12 inches of new
ballast.

•

Improvements to much of the existing ditches and subsurface soil conditions, as well as
upgrades to culvert systems will be necessary in order to improve the drainage condition of
the track.
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4.2. Construction Options
At the direction of the VAOT, different scenarios for construction of the rail corridor were
developed. Each scenario included the duration for the design and construction phases of the
project. Appendix F - Construction Phasing tables displays the breakdown of the various
elements of the project and by segment, as well as a breakdown by year of the applicable costs.

4.2.1. Full BuildABRB
The Full Build ABRB scenario lays out the design and construction of ABRB as one continuous
project. This baseline scenario assumes that design and construction will be fully completed
prior to implementation of any revisions to passenger rail service in the corridor. The Full Build
alignment begins in Rensselaer (Albany), New York, with station stops in Schenectady, North
Bennington (Vermont), Manchester, Rutland, and Middlebury prior to arriving in Burlington.
The Full Build ABRB option would address the design and construction of the entire alignment as
one continuous project. Preliminary planning and design would occur in Year 1. Years 2 and 3
would involve the final design of the entire alignment, as well as the procurement. Permitting
would occur over the course of the design phase. Construction for the Full Build ABRB would
take place over the next five years. Minimal work will be required on the section between
Charlotte and Burlington, due to improvements already in place for the Commuter Rail project.
If the project were to be designed and constructed as one continuous segment, the project would
take a total of eight years to complete. In 1998 dollars, the total cost for design and construction
of the Full Build alternative would be $126.7 million ($108.6 million with a 20% construction
contingency).
The breakdown for construction durations was predicated on the assumption that construction
would occur only during the period from April 15 th to October 15 th , due to weather limitations in
Vermont and New York. Costs per year for design and construction have been broken down and
are displayed in Appendix G - Construction Phasing.

4.3.

Phased Implementation ABRB

The Phased Implementation ABRB scenarios offer design and construction of ABRB as a series of
projects. Utilizing the Phased Implementation option might allow implementation of passenger
service to some ABRB stations prior to the completion of the entire project. Each of the segments
could be constructed either in succession or concurrently, depending upon both practical and
policy decisions in addition to the available funding for the project over a period oftime. Several
likely construction options are available in this scenario:
•
•
•
•

All three of the segments might be constructed concurrently.
The southern segments of the alignment (between AlbanylRensselaer to North
BenningtonlRutland) might be constructed first.
The northern segment of the alignment (Rutland to Burlington) might be constructed first.
Vermont segments (North Bennington to Burlington) might be constructed first.
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In 1998 dollars, the cost for design and construction ofthe segments would be as follows:
Table 3: ABRB Capital Costs by Segment
City-to-City Segment

Burlington - Rutland
Rutland - North Bennington
North BenningtonAlbanylRensselaer

Capital Cost
(40% Construction
Contingency)
$44.2 million
$57.8 million
$24.7 million

Capital Cost
(20% Construction
Contingency)
$37.9 million
$49.6 million
$21.2 million

Track
Mileage
66.4
54.5
68.4

The design phase of the Phased Implementation ABRB would occur in general during Years 1
and 2 of each segment. Year 1 would include the project planning, preliminary design and initial
pennitting actions. In Year 2, final design, procurement and final pennitting would occur. Due
to the lesser level of work required on the segment from North Bennington, Vennont Rensselaer, New York, it is assumed that all design activities would occur in Year 1. The
segments from Burlington to Rutland, and from Rutland to North Bennington would each take
three years to construct. The North Bennington to Rensselaer, New York section would take two
years to construct. If the project were to be constructed in sequential fashion, with no
overlapping of segments, it would take up to thirteen years to complete. If the segments were
designed and constructed concurrently, the entire project could be completed in five years.
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5. MARKET ASSESSMENT
The purpose of the market assessment was to estimate ridership demand at inception of ABRB
service (assumed to be year 1998 for the purposes of this study), and ridership demand ten years
in the future (in year 2008).

5.1.

Identification of Target Markets

The primary target market for the ABRB is expected to be the tourist market. Tourist activities
comprise roughly 88 percent of all trip purposes for trips by out-of-state visitors. To estimate
ridership for the ABRB, the "leisure" travel markets of tourists-including skiers and summer
vacationers-was accounted for, along with business ridership. The ABRB will serve North
Bennington, Manchester, Middlebury, and Burlington. The towns of Burlington, Middlebury,
and Bennington all have significant student populations. In addition, the four new ABRB stations
in Vermont contain notable new tourist attractions and travel generators.

5.2.

Ridership Estimates

The alternatives developed for ridership estimation purposes are described in the following
paragraphs. The alternatives are shown in random order.
Full Build ABRB: This service would run on the existing Ethan Allen alignment from New York
Penn Station to Schenectady, New York via AlbanyIRensselaer, then run easterly to Vermont
with stops in North Bennington, Manchester, Rutland, Middlebury, and Burlington.
Phased Implementation ABRB: This service could run on the existing Ethan Allen alignment to
Rutland, and then continue northerly with stops in Middlebury and Burlington. If a shuttle
connection is added, the service would run on the existing Ethan Allen alignment to Rutland,
meet a shuttle train in Rutland that serves the Manchester and North Bennington stations in the
southerly direction, and continue northerly with stops in Middlebury and Burlington.
As noted in the preceding Construction Options narrative, additional construction scenarios are
possible under the Phased Implementation ABRB. The following ridership estimates are meant
only to demonstrate overall differences between the Full Build and select Phased Implementation
alternatives. A rough estimate of ridership for a Phased Implementation scenario with early
construction of the southern segments between AlbanyIRensselaer to North BenningtonlRutland
could be developed by summing ridership estimates for appropriate stations located along the
alignment.
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The station stops for each alternative are shown in the table below.
Table 4: ABRB Stations
Full Build

Phased Implementation

Phased Implementation with
Shuttle Connection

Burlington
Middlebury
Rutland
Manchester
North Bennington

Burlington
Middleb\!!Y
Rutland
-

-

FairHaven
Fort Edward
Saratoga Springs
Schenectady
Albany- Rensselaer
Hudson
Rhinecliff-Kingston
Poughkeepsie-Highland
Croton-Hannon
New York Penn Station

Burlington
MiddlebJl!Y
Rutland
Manchester
North Bennington
FairHaven
Fort Edward
Saratoga Springs
Schenectady
Albany-Rensselaer
Hudson
Rhinecliff-Kingston
Poughkeepsie-Highland
Croton-Hannon
New York Penn Station

-

Schenectady
Albany- Rensselaer
Hudson
Rhinecliff-Kingston
Poughkeepsie-Highland
Croton-Hannon
New York Penn Station

5.2.1.

-

Method of Estimating Ridership

The passenger ridership model for the passenger rail alternatives is based on current ridership on
the Vermonter and Ethan Allen services. The statistical model was developed in three stages: 1)
basic demand, 2) local market factors, and 3) destination factors. The first stage of the model
estimates intercity trips and assigns a proportion of these trips to the rail mode. The intercity
travel estimates are based on the 1995 American Travel Survey and the distance between
stations. The preliminary rail share was estimated using a mode choice model developed by for
the Georgia Department of Transportation. Model modes include auto, air, intercity bus, and
rail. Model variables include travel time, travel cost, frequency of service, and travel distance.
In the second stage, local market data were factored into the model. Two major variables were
used: rooms and meals tax receipts, and the number of college students within 10 miles of a rail
station. Rooms and meals taxes are an indicator of business activity, especially tourism business
activity. College students represent a special population that may be more likely to choose the
rail mode than the average traveler.
In the third stage, two final variables were added to correct observed model errors. First, the
model was under-predicting travel to and from New York City. A variable was added to the
model to correct for this. New York City'S unique characteristics include being especially
inhospitable to automotive travel, having a high proportion of residents without cars, and being a
travel gateway to the rest of the world. The model was also under-predicting travel to some of
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Vennont's downtown areas with rail service. This effect is present primarily for trips originating'
to the north and returning to the south which are trips that can be completed within a day. A
"Vennont day trip" variable was therefore added. Further detail on the ridership model can be
found in Appendix K - Demand Forecasting Methodology.
Key Assumptions and Data Sources

5.2.2.

The statistical model that generates the ridership estimates contains a number of important
assumptions. It s~ould be noted that auto cost utilized is the perceived cost per mile. The key
assumptions of cost, travel time, and frequency are outlined in the table below.
Table 5: Ridership Model Assumptions
Mode

Rail

Auto
Air
Bus

Cost

Travel Time

Frequency

$0.21/mile

Based on schedule for city pairs
currently served by rail; based on
average speed of 40 mph for city pairs
with no existing service.
Based on average speed of 50 mph.
Based on air travel time only; no
access or egress time included.
Based on bus schedule.

2 northbound and 2

$0.10/mile 1
Lowest airfare with
Saturday stay over.2
Lowest fare between
city pairs

southbound trains per
day.

Based on existing
servIce.
Based on existing
servIce.

The ridership estimation model does not distinguish between origins and destinations of trips.
Instead, the model is based on a total demand created by city pairs. As such, we have assumed an
equal 50/50 split in boardings and alightings for station pairs.

I
2

Perceived cost of auto use, as determined by traveler surveys completed for similar projects.
Does not include air travel access costs such as airport parking.
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5.3.

Summary Ridership Estimates

ABRB ridership estimates were developed for the current year (1998), and for 10 years into the
future (2008). The following table provides ridership forecasts of Vermont boardings for the
Full Build ABRB, and the Phased Implementation ABRB. The table also shows the current (April
1997-March 1998) Ethan Allen boardings in Vermont for comparative purposes.

The ridership shown in the table includes only passengers boarding in Vermont. Vermont-based
ABRB ridership is forecast to be substantially higher than on the current Ethan Allen. Two
important factors in the ridership growth are the increase in train frequency to two trains per day,
and the increase of passenger stations in Vermont.
Table 6: Vermont Boardings Summary
ABRB Alternative

1998

2008

Full Build ABRB
(AlbanylRensselaer-Burlington via North Bennington,
Manchester, Rutland, Middlebury)
Phased Implementation ABRB
(Rutland-Burlington segment only)
Phased Implementation ABRB
(Rutland-Burlington + transfers to a shuttle train between
Rutland, Manchester, and North Bennington)
Ethan Allen Express - Current Actual Ridership

57,700

69,400

38,900

46,900

42,300

51,80D

9,300

N/A

,

5.3.1. Current (Year 1998) Ridership Estimates
Ridership data presented in this section represent annual estimates, assuming such service were
operating in 1998. For the Full Build ABRB, there are 57,700 estimated boardings at Vermont
rail stations (total boardings at Bennington, Manchester, Rutland, Middlebury, and Burlington as
summed in the last row of the table). Burlington has the highest number of boardings, with
Rutland a close second. The table below provides the ridership estimate for the Full Build
ABRB.
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Table 7: 1998 Full Build Ridership
FromITo

New York
Penn

Bennington

Other NY

NY Penn

7,800

12,000

6,700

11,200

75,700

600
300

700

500

1,500

36,800

7,300

600
600

300

12,000

700
500

300

Vermont
Boardings

Total

600

7,800

75,700

Burlington

7,300

Bennington
Manchester

Total

Middlebury

2,200

30,700

6,700
11,200

Rutland

30,700

Other NY

Rutland
Middlebury
Burlington

Manchester

300

200

800

9,500

200

200

500

9,600

300

800

14,300
8,700

200
200

300

1,500

200
800

500

800

800

36,800

9,500

9.600

14,300

8,700

800

15,600
15,600

57,700

The following table shows the preliminary ridership estimates for Phased Implementation ABRB,
the extension of the current Ethan Allen nonhbound from Rutland to Burlington. For this
alternative, there are fewer Vermont boardings as compared to the Full Build, directly due to the
loss of North Bennington and Manchester stops.

Table 8: 1998 Phased Implementation Ridership
Burlington - Rutland Segment
FromITo

NY Penn

NYP
Other NY
Pair Haven

36,200
1,000
12,000

Rutland
Middlebury
Burlington

Other NY

Fair Haven

36,200

1,000

3,300
100
1,100

100

Middlebury

Rutland
12.000
1,100

6,700
600

11,200
1,600

67,100
42,900

100
300

300
800

1,500
14,200

800

8,500
14,700

6,700

600

100

300

11,200

1,600

300

800

800

67,100

42,900

1,500

14,200

8,500

Vermont
Boardings

Burlington

14,700

38,900

The following table presents the preliminary ridership estimate for Phased Implementation
ABRB, extension of the Ethan Allen from Rutland to Burlington, combined with a transfer to a
shuttle train between Rutland, Manchester, and North Bennington. In this alternative, total train
trips from Rutland to points south decrease. In the case of Bennington, the decrease in boardings
can be traced to the much larger increase in total travel time to New York City, as compared with
the Full Build.
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Table 9: 1998 Phased Implementation Ridership
Burlington-Rutland and Shuttle Connection
Fromffo

NYP

NYP

-

Other NY
FairHaven
Rutland
Middlebury
Burlington
Manchester
Bennington

5.4.

Fair Haven Rutland Middlebury Burlington Manchester Bennington

Other
NY

Total

5,700
500
100

9,500
1,300
200

1,600
100

1,000
100

67,000
43,100
1,400

300

800

200

300

100
0

100
200
300

14,700
7,500
12,900
2,300
2,000

36,200
1,000
12,000

36,200
3,700
100
1,100

1,000
100

12,000
1,100

5,700

500

100

300

9,500
1,600
1,000

1,300
100
JOO

200

800
200
300

800

67,000

43,100

1,400

14,700

Vermont
Boardings

40,800

800

JOO

100
200

300

7,500

12,900

2,300

2,000

10 Year Horizon Ridership

Projected ABRB ridership for ten years into the future, in the year 2008, is shown in the
following tables.

Table 10: 2008 Full Build Ridership
Fromffo

NY Penn

Other NY

Bennington Manchester

Middlebury

36,600

36,600
2,600

8,400
9,900
15,600

700
700
800

300
400

300

Burlington

7,800
13,200

600
1,700

200
900

200
600

300
900

900

Total

91,500

43,700

10,900

12,000

18,300

10,000

NY Penn
Other NY
Bennington
Manchester
Rutland
Middlebury

Vermont
Boardings

LS Transit Systems, Inc.

8,400

Rutland

700

Burlington

9,900
700

15,600
800

7,800
600

13,200
1,700

300

400
300

200
200
300

900
600
900
900

Total

91,500
43,700
10,900
12,000
18,300
10,000
18,200

18,200

69,400
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Table 11: 2008 Phased Implementation
NY Penn

FromfTo

Fair Haven

Other NY

NYP

Rutland

Middlebury

7,800

1,300
100

15,600
1,300

15,600

42,900
3,900
100
1,300

7,800
13,200

700
1,900

100
300

300
900

900

80,800

50,800

1,800

18, 100

9,800

Other NY
FairHaven

42,900
1,300

Rutland
Middlebury
Burlington

Vennont
Boardings

Burlington

700
100
300

Total

13 ,200
1,900
300

80,800
50,800
1,800

900
900

18,100
9,800
17,200

17,200

46,900

Table 12: 2008 Phased Implementation with Shuttle Connection
FromfTo

NYP

Other
NY

NY Penn

-

42,900

Other NY
Fair Haven

42,900
1,300

4,400

Rutland
Middlebury
Burlington
Manchester
Bennington

FairHaven

Rutland

11,100

100

6,700
600
100

15,600

1,300

300

6,700
11,100
1,900
1,000

600
1,500
100

80,500

51,000

Vennont
Boardings

LS Transit Systems, Inc.

1,300
100

100
300

100
1,800

15,600

Middlebury Burlington Manchester Bennington

1,300

300
900
300
400

900
100

18,800

Total

1,900
100

1,000

80,500

100

51,000
1,800

900

300

18,800

900

100

400
100

1,500
300

200

100

200
300

300

8,800

15,200

2,900

300
300

8,800
15,200
2,900
2,200

2,200

49,700
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5.5. lOYear Horizon Ridership with State Actions
Concepts for encouraging ABRB ridership have been researched. Although specific ridership
increases cannot be quantified, these actions, particularly in combination with one another, have
the potential to increase ridership. Findings can be considered of two basic types: serviceoriented and market-oriented.
Service Oriented Actions to Encourage Ridership

5.5.1.

5.5.1.1.

Fare Reductions

Reducing fares, or providing fare "specials", is a common way to encourage ridership. Amtrak
currently offers special ticket packages with reduced fares for parties of 2 or more. This
marketing tactic is designed to approximate the reduced cost per person for the comparable auto
trip (cost is the same for the primary trip whether one person, two people, or more ride). Fare
reductions should be used tactically, to improve ridership during specific times of travel.
For travel periods outside ofthe normal tourist peaks. it is important that this train service remain
price competitive with other modes. In other words. pricing a ticket between, say, Burlington and
New York Penn, should be based on the costs of traveling by auto, air, and bus between these
two locations. Reducing fares outside of this tactic is not recommended because it likely '\fill not
encourage enough additional ridership to offset the loss in total revenues.

5.5.1.2.

Modified ArrivaVDeparture Times

As with fares, there are optimal arrivaVdeparture times for encouraging maximum ridership. We
recommend that careful planning and possibly even preference survey be conducted to determine
these times. Research conducted for the Georgia Department of Transportation indicates a
fluctuation in ridership of as much as 15% depending on departure times.
5.5.1.3.

Travel Time Reduction

For intercity business travel, travel time elasticities average around -1 %, meaning that every 1%
decrease in travel time results in a 1% increase in mode share. For non-business rail travel, the
elasticity of demand with respect to travel time is lower, but still important. The possibility that a
significant New York State portion of the ABRB route will be converted to high-speed rail
operation (up to 80 mph) bodes well for boosting ridership on the ABRB.
5.5.2.

5.5.2.1.

Market Oriented Actions to Encourage Ridership

Downtown Investment

Making sure that the Vermont rail stations are well maintained and, ideally, situated in a central
downtown location is a key attribute to many of the marketing concepts described below. As an
example, Burlington station is centrally located to the downtown, and as such should enjoy a
LS Transit Systems, Inc.
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boost in ridership beyond what simple demographics would project. In contrast, the Montpelier'
station on the Vermonter is more distant from downtown travel generators. The statistical
estimates of ridership showed that a downtown station location was a significant determinant of
boardings at a station.

5.5.2.2.

Targeting the Tour Bus Market

The American Travel Survey indicates that tour buses serve more than 3% of the intercity travel
market nationwide. For intercity destinations in Vermont (from origins out of state), tour or
charter buses claim 2.2% of all trips. The comparable mode share for rail is 0.1 %. Thus, the
tour/charter bus market is currently 20 times larger than the rail market for what is primarily the
same type of trip - recreational/tourist. An obvious tactic here is to coordinate packages such that
the rail provides the primary leg of the trip, with tour buses supporting the secondary legs of a
tourist trip.

5.5.2.3.

Premium Service

Offering premium service, and premium fares, akin to first class air service is another marketing
tactic. This would require attributes such as specially-outfitted cars and additional service staff,
such as first class cars Amtrak uses on other services.

5.5.2.4.

Loop with Vermonter

An obvious tactic for encouraging the tourist rider is to combine the ABRB service with the
Vermonter service. If the rail connection is improved between Burlington and Essex Junction,
this could be accomplished with a slight revision of schedules so that the trains arrive within an
hour of each other. If commuter rail between Burlington and Essex Junction is established, this
will resolve the timed transfer issue.
Conceivably, a true loop could be established with the GMRR from Bellows Falls to Rutland.

5.5.2.5.

Autoless Vacation

For some Vermont destinations, an autoless vacation is a possibility. These are particularly
interesting to Manhattan residents who do not own automobiles. Describing the types of
activities that can be pursued without benefit of an automobile in each Vermont destination is
critical to understanding which ofthe proposed station stops are viable candidates for this type of
marketing.
5.5.2.6.

Vermont Pass

This concept is similar to a Eurail pass where one price purchases unlimited access to the system
for a specified period. Combined with the auto less vacation, this could be part of an attractive
vacation package for New York City residents who do not own automobiles. Conceivably, a
family could hop from station to station whenever they wanted to over the course of their week
or two week vacation. This could be combined with the Vermonter, giving a wider range of
choices.
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5.5.2.7.

Rental Car Availability

Despite our promoting auto less travel, many people who come to Vermont want to head out into
the countryside without being accompanied by a busload of tourists. For this reason, Amtrak
ticket salespeople and travel agents must be able to book easy car rentals from Vermont rail
stations. Ideally, car rentals are available on site (at the railroad stations). Alternatively, a shuttle
bus could transfer tourists from the train station to the car rental lot.
5.5.2.8.

VTtoNYC Vacations

Although the primary focus is on bringing tourists to Vermont, NYC vacation packages are of
great interest to some Vermonters. The New York City environment is especially hostile to the
auto mode and, as such, is ripe for promoting auto less vacations to Vermonters already traveling
to, or potentially interested in a trip to, New York City.
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6. JURISDICTION
6.1. Jurisdictional Contacts
The ABRB team identified and worked with State, local, regional and railroad constituents in
development oftheABRB project. Contact personnel by agency are noted in the tables below. In
addition, the Vermont Rail Council served as the study advisory committee throughout the ABRB
project.
Table 13: Vermont State Contacts
A2ency
VAOT
VAOT
VAOT
VAOT
VAOT
VT&T

Individual
Paul Tober
Karen Songhurst
Dick Bowen
Scott Bascom
Dan Grahovac
Tricia Brown

Jurisdiction
Planning and Policy
Rail and Air
Rail and Air
Rail and Air
Rail and Air
Travel and Tourism

Table 14: New York State Contacts
A2ency
NYSDOT
CDTC
CDTA
NYSDOT
Glens Falls RPC

Individual
Ted Thompson
John Poorman
Kristina Younger
Rich McDunough
Joanna Brunso

Jurisdiction
Rail Coordination
MetrQPolitan Planning
Transit
Rail Group (Main Office)
MPO

Table 15: Local & Regional Contacts
A2ency
AddisonRPC
RutlandRPC
Rutland RPC
Chittenden County MPO
North Bennington RPC
Railhead
Saratoga County Economic
Development

LS Transit Systems, Inc.

Individual
Sandi Young
Dean Pierce
Mark Blucher
Peter Plumeau
Jim Sullivan
Pat Garahan, Bob Stannard
Ken Green, Jack Kelly
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Table 16: Railroad Contacts
Agency
Amtrak
Amtrak
Amtrak
Amtrak
Amtrak
Amtrak
Vennont Railway (VTR)
Clarendon & Pittsford (CLP)
Guilford/Springfield Tenninal
RailwaylBoston & Maine
Canadian Pacific(CP)/
Delaware &Hudson (D&H)
Conrail

Individual
Wes Coates
Amy Linden
Drew Galloway
George Raed, John Young
John Bennett
Charlie Bischhoff
VTR Affiliate
Roger Bergeron, Colin Pease3

Jurisdiction/Responsibility
Operations
Planning
Planning
Special Proiects
Market Research & Forecasting
Market Characteristics
Qperations
Rutland VT - Whitehall NY
North Billerica, MA

Kevin Carr

Public improvement projects

Dave Dunleavy,

Operations Planning

KenCoope~

6.2. Jurisdictional Issues
This section describes major jurisdictional issues and concerns, and recommends an approach for
addressing them.

6.2.1. Federal Railroad Administration (FRA)
Issues and Concerns: The primary jurisdictional responsibilities of the FRA on this project
would be related to the classification of track (with respect to operating speeds) and the status of
public grade crossings and the level of protection at each one.
Recommended Approach: A strategy session with FRA and FTA officials to discuss ABRB status
and next steps is recommended.

6.2.2. Federal Transit Administration (FTA)
Issues and Concerns: FTA will need to be satisfied that all federal requirements are incorporated.
Recommended Approach: As noted above, it is recommended that a strategy session with FTA
and FRA officials to discuss ABRB status and next steps be convened.

6.2.3. Vermont Agency of Transportation
Issues and Concerns: The AOT serves as staff to the Rail Council, and is responsible for acting
on behalf of the Rail Council and the State in conducting railroad-related business. This includes
diverse responsibilities that relate to support of the ABRB project, including ownership of rail
3

Has since resigned from the agency.
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right-of-way.
AOT is also responsible for modifying Amtrak operating agreements"
rehabilitating right-of-way, setting service and maintenance standards, and securing funding from
federal, State, local, and rail sources to implement rail programs.
Recommended Approach:
The AOT will continue to serve as the lead agency and provide project management to advance
the ABRB project. This will include activities such as contracting for design and construction
services to rehabilitate the right-of-way, modifying the existing Amtrak Operating Agreement to
reflect changes in Vermont's passenger rail service, and continuing to negotiate with freight
railroads regarding access rights and agreements in addition to operating issues. In addition, the
AOT will continue to set service and maintenance standards for rail service within Vermont,
work to secure funding from federal, state, local, and rail sources to advance and implement the
ABRB, and continue the ABRB public outreach program, as appropriate.
6.2.4. Vermont Rail Council
Issues and Concerns: The Rail Council will continue provide direction to the AOT, and continue
to serve as the technical advisory group with respect to this project.
Recommended Approach: Continued discussions between the Rail Council, AOT, and the public
as the ABRB is advanced will be the mechanism by which the Rail Council's interests may be
satisfied.
6.2.5. Regional Planning
Issues and Concerns: The regional planning commISSIons and metropolitan planning
organizations in the ABRB corridor will continue to provide guidance on local and regional
transportation and planning issues related to the project.
Recommended Approach: As ABRB progresses after the completion of this study, Regional
Planning Commissions (RPCs) and/or Metropolitan Planning Organizations (MPOs) will
continue to be involved in project development. It is recommended that a strategy session be
convened with the planning agencies to discuss ABRB status and strategy. In the future,
RPCslMPOs will include ABRB improvements in the respective STIP/TIP for allocation by
appropriate funding sponsor. Corridor RPCslMPOs are designated in the following table.
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Table 17: Regional RPCslMPOs
State

Agency

Jurisdiction

Vennont
Vennont
Vennont
Vennont
New York
New York

AddisonRPC
RutlandRPC
Chittenden County MPO
Bennington RPC
Capital District Transportation Com.
Glens Falls RPC

County of Addison
County of Rutland
County of Chittenden
County of Bennington
Capital District
Glens Falls Metro area

6.2.6. Environmental
Issues and Concerns: An analysis of environmental impacts will be required. Likely
environmental elements that would need to be addressed are: Hazardous Materials, Air Quality,
Noise and Vibration, Land Use, Energy Conservation, Water Resources, Aesthetics, Historical
and Archeological, Social Impacts, Wildlife and Vegetation, Endangered Species, and Wetlands.
Recommended Approach: One of the states, likely Vennont, would take the lead to ensure all
state and federal requirements are satisfied. Several environmental pennits will need to be
obtained as the ABRB project is advanced after the completion of this study, related to water
resources, conditional use, scoping, and historic preservation.

6.2.7. National Railroad Passenger Corporation (Amtrak)
Issues and Concerns: Amtrak will continue to work with Vennont on developing and refining
operational aspects of the ABRB project. Amtrak looks forward to additional partnering
arrangements with Vennont (and New York) to provide enhanced passenger rail service.
Recommended Approach:
It is recommended that a strategy session with FTA officials to discuss ABRB status and next
steps be convened. Output of the session may include:

•

•

Further development of operational aspects including track conditions, operating speeds,
grade crossing protection, schedules, connections, equipment, crews, revenues, cost sharing,
ridership, and marketing.
Content for a revised Operating Agreement between Vennont and Amtrak.
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6.2.8. Consolidated Rail Corporation (Conrail) I CSX
Issues and Concerns: Schedule changes on the ConraillCSX segment need to be worked out with
Conrail because that agency is responsible for the operations and dispatching of both freight and
passenger trains along this route.
Recommended Approach: It is recommended that a strategy session with ConraillCSX officials
to discuss ABRB status and next steps be convened.

6.2.9. CP Rail Systems / Delaware & Hudson Railway (D&H)
Issues and Concerns: CP Rail and the D&H (St. Lawrence & Hudson Railway) have the same
jurisdiction as Conrail on their respective segments of the route. The segment from Schenectady
to Glenville Junction already operates passenger trains. However, the segment from Glenville
Junction to Mechanicville would have new operating and liability implications.
Recommended Approach: It is recommended that a strategy session with rail officials to discuss
ABRB status and next steps be convened. A new service agreement with CP Rail/D&H prior to
the initiation of the new passenger service that addresses the operating and liability
considerations will also need to be negotiated.

6.2.10. Guilford Transportation Industries / Boston & Maine
Issues and Concerns: Guilford has the same concerns and jurisdictional rights as the other freight
railroads on their respective segments. The Guilford segment does not currently operate
passenger trains, so an access agreement would need to be negotiated for the ABRB service.
Recommended Approach: The Guilford segment does not currently operate passenger trains and
a trackage rights or passenger service agreement will need to be negotiated between
AOT/Amtrak and Guilford for this new service.

6.2.11. Vermont Railway, Incorporated (VTR)
Issues and Concerns: VTR would have jurisdiction over the dispatching and operation of the
passenger trains on their segment. However, the State of Vennont (VAOT) owns the right-ofway and, thus, would also have to agree to the tenns and conditions of the proposed new
passenger service agreement along with the associated costs and liabilities.
Recommended Approach: VTR will need to be consulted regarding the dispatching and operation
of the passenger trains on the line segment. The recently negotiated Access Agreement for the
Charlotte-Burlington Commuter Rail service should provide a framework for this discussion.
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6.2.12. New York State Department of Transportation (NYSDOT)
Issues and Concerns: NYSDOT has local jurisdiction and administrative responsibilities relative
to New York state. It should be anticipated that NYSDOT will have concerns about the
diversion of Amtrak trains away from New York towns under the ABRB project.
Recommended Approach:
It is recommended that a strategy session with New York state and local officials to discuss
ABRB status and next steps be convened.

6.2.13. Economic and Community Development Agencies
Issues and Concerns: The economic and community development agencies will continue to have
an interest in the current and future Amtrak passenger service to the region. Town of Bennington
Community Development officials are advocating early passenger rail service to the Bennington
area as an important economic development tool. As another example, the Saratoga Economic
Development Council is currently hoping to initiate new commuter rail service between Albany
and Saratoga.
Recommended Approach: It is recommended that the economic and community development
agencies be "kept in the loop" for the ABRB project.
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7. CONCLUSION
The purpose of the AlbanylBenningtonlRutlandlBurlington (ABRB) Rail Passenger Service
Study was to consider the feasibility of establishing passenger rail service along a route between
Albany (New York) and Burlington (Vennont) with intennediate stations in North Bennington,
Manchester, Rutland, and Middlebury. During the course of the study, public involvement and
input was provided through public meetings in Arlington, Burlington, Middlebury, and Rutland,
in addition to continuing discussions with the Vennont Rail Council.
The overall goal of the study was to provide a capital improvement plan outlining costs, tasks,
and timetables for achi~ving passenger rail service, should the State decide to proceed in that
direction. It was detefP:tjned during the course of the study that each of the ABRB alternatives
could be constructed aner implemented, and that each of the alternatives have good potential for
the resolution of jurisdictional issues.
Implementation of the ABRB would provide improved passenger rail service to the state of
Vennont. Amtrak's existing Ethan Allen Express currently provides popular service from
Albany, New York to the city of Rutland. With implementation of ABRB, the jurisdictions of
Bennington/North Bennington, Manchester, Middlebury, and Burlington would also have the
benefits of Amtrak passenger rail service. Rail ridership would increase significantly with the
implementation of ABRB, providing benefits not only to individual rail riders, but to the local
communities and the state ofVennont as well.
Public opinion, as expressed at the public meetings held as part of this project, is very supportive
of the ABRB project. Vennonters generally agree that improved long-distance passenger rail
service is good for the State and the individual communities. At each of the public meetings,
local representatives expressed interest in having the ABRB segments that would serve their
respective communities completed as soon as possible. Vennonters also expressed interest in
concepts such as fast tracking construction, or rerouting Amtrak service onto the new alignment
prior to the completion of construction, indicating favorable attitudes towards the project.
Amtrak has also expressed support for the project, and is interested in continuing to work in
partnership with Vennont to further develop the ABRB service.
7.1. Next Steps

There are several "early action" tasks that should be undertaken to advance the ABRB project:
•

A track inspection was not completed as part of the ABRB study due to project budget
limitations. An inspection of the entire alignment in both Vennont and New York should be
conducted. Track inspectors would walk the alignment and make a detailed infrastructure
assessment, which would provide comprehensive data for further development of ABRB.
(Bridge inspections and diagnostic reviews of grade crossings also need to be completed.)
Data from the inspection would be used to more fully develop the infrastructure assessment,
which would then allow for development of a refined capital plan. One of the issues
discussed at several of the public meetings was interest in bringing the ABRB to Vennont as
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soon as possible, perhaps prior to the completion of full construction. After the completion·
of the track inspection would be the time to consider:

•

>

Incremental implementation of ABRB passenger service--rerouting the Ethan Allen
onto the ABRB alignment prior to the full completion of construction.

>

"Value engineering"--consideration of design, engineering, and construction
strategies to potentially lower the cost of the project.

Strategy sessions should be convened with key stakeholders to clarify and agree upon next
steps to advance ABRB. Sessions would include key Federal, State, and local officials, policy
makers, and staff:

>

A session with federal officials to discuss ABRB status and advancement.

>

A session with Vermont legislators to consider the state's willingness to program and
invest capital funds over mUltiple years to design and construct ABRB.

>

A session with Amtrak to discuss updated operating policy considerations.

>

A session with Vermont and New York State. MPOslRPCs and local officials to work
towards an understanding (and perhaps a written Memorandum of Understanding) of
agency roles and responsibilities in the ABRB project.

•

The environmental investigation process should be started. Vermont (in coordination with
New York) would likely be designated as the lead agency, responsible for investigation of
environmental issues including noise and vibration, hazardous materials, land use, and
wetlands.

•

The Rail Council and AOT should continue to work with the freight and passenger
railroads on matters such as access agreements, infrastructure planning, operations planning,
and capital improvement programming. Amtrak has expressed interest in continuing to
develop the partnership between Amtrak and Vermont, and would like to work with Vermont
on advancement of the ABRB project. Access agreements need to be negotiated with
Guilford and CP RaillD&H prior to the initiation of the new passenger service. The recently
negotiated access agreement for the Charlotte-Burlington Commuter Rail service should
provide a framework for these discussions.

•

Following further advancement of the ABRB concept, a business plan should be developed.
The purpose of the business plan would be to provide support for the project from the design
stage into the implementation stage. Elements to be developed in the business might include
financing, service strategies, rolling stock, track and grade crossings, stations, environmental
mitigation, and operations.

7.2. New York Update
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As the ABRB study was being completed, Amtrak and New York State officials announced an ·
agreement to upgrade the Empire Corridor between New York City and Albany. This $185
million, five year program will include infrastructure improvements allowing trains to travel at
speeds up to 125 mph, and a second track between Albany and Schenectady. Travel time
between New York City and Albany will be reduced by an average of 20 minutes, allowing a trip
time of about 2 hours. The $140 million cost of rebuilding seven Turboliner trains will be split
between New York and Amtrak. Passenger cars used on the corridor will be completely rebuilt,
and will include modernized interiors with customer amenities such as larger seats and
provisions for laptop computers. Empire Corridor work will begin in 1999 and should be
completed by 2004.
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APPENDIX A - DATA RESOURCES
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.

Bennington Regional Rail Study, Bennington County Regional Commission, Concurrent.
Vennont Rail System Monthly Bulletin Order No. 1-03, VTR, Effective 4/1/98
Vennont Rail System Bulletin Order No. 1-015 (Supplement to MBO 1-03), VTR, 4/24/98
Amtrak Northeast Timetable FalllWinter 1997-98 and Spring 1998
Regional Enterprise for a Vital Economy & Sustainable Transportation, CDTC, April 1998.
Vennont's Rail Policy Plan: Interim Report for Legislative Review, VAOT, March 1998.
Capital Program and Project Development Plan, General Assembly of the State ofVennont, 2/98.
New Visions-Year 2000 Long Range Plan, CDTC, January 1998.
VTR Construction Schedule - Burlington to Charlotte, VTR, 7/23/97
Five-Year State Railroad Capital Development Plan, VAOT, March 1997.
VAOT Burlington-Charlotte Passenger Rai1- Vennont Railway Track Inspection Report,
LSTSNAOT, May 1997
VAOT Burlington-Charlotte Passenger Rail- Vennont Railway Track Inspection ReportSupplemental Drainage Evaluation, LSTSNAOT, May 1997
#3591 - Phase 2 - Track Diagram & Work Program, LSTS, 2/7/96
D&H Track Charts, 1996.
Vennont Tour Train Feasibility Study, State ofVennont, 1996
Vennont's Long Range Transportation Plan, VAOT, August 1995.
Short Range Plan for Addison County, Vennont, Addison County Transit Resources, July 1995.
Agreement between New England Central RR and NRPC, 4/2/95
Bennington County Regional Transportation Plan, Volume I, Existing Transportation System,
Bennington County Regional Commission, February 1995.
Bennington County Regional Transportation Plan, Volume II, Goals and Objectives-Future TrendsRegional Transportation Plan, Bennington County Regional Commission, February 1995.
Report of the Joint Legislative Committee on the Future of Passenger Rail Service in Vennont, 12/95
Goods Movement in the Capital District, CDTC, December 1995.
#3591- Vennont Phase II - Work Program, Cost Estimate & Tech. Memo., LSTS, 10/8/94
Track Charts - White Creek (MP 0) to Burlington (MP 125), VTR, 10/1/94
Vennont Rail Feasibility Study, VAOT (LSTS), March 1993.
Conrail AlbanylRensselaer Track Charts, 1993
Rail Service in New England Final Report, New England Transportation Consortium, April 1992.
VAOT Railroad Bridge Inspection Program-Vennont Railway, Inc.; List of Bridges - Sections for
Bridges No. 63, 67, 70, 93, 212 and 217, VAOT, November, 1991
Valuation Maps - Shaftsbury (Sta 0+00) to N. Bennington (Sta 3265+818), Rutland RR, Jan. 1964
Track Charts - Bennington to North Bennington - Sta 2904+00 to 3265+87.8, Rutland RR, 6/30117
VTR Burlington to Charlotte Commuter Rail Project - Track Rehabilitation Proposal, VTR
Vennont Railway, Inc. Rail Sections and Structures, VTR
Vennont Rail System Speed Zones and Restrictions, VTR
Vennont Railway Superelevations; Curves & Proper Elevations; Sections 1-5, VTR
Vennont Rail System Route Map (on following page)
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APPENDIX B - INITIAL ALIGNMENT ALTERNATIVES
Albany NYlMechanicvillelBennineton VTlRutlandlBurlineton
The Ethan Allen would be re-aligned as follows:
•

AlbanylRensselaer to Mechanicville, Hoosick Junction, Bennington, Manchester, Rutland,
Middlebury and Burlington; or

•

AlbanyIRensselaer to Schenectady, Glenville Junction. Mechanicville and continuing to Hoosick
Junction, Bennington, Manchester, Rutland, Middlebury and Burlington.

Bennineton/RutlandIBurlineton Bus Connection (!So Build)
The existing Ethan Allen would remain "as is", routed from Albany-Rensselaer NY via Schenectady,
Saratoga Springs, Fort Edward-Glens Falls, Fair Haven \ t. and tenninating at Rutland. Additional
public transit or inter-city bus thruway connections would be added to provide continuing service north
or south via Route 7.
Bennineton/RutlandIBurlineton Rail Connection
The Ethan Allen would remain "as is", routed from Albany-Rensselaer NY via Schenectady, Saratoga
Springs, Fort Edward-Glens Falls, Fair Haven VT, and lennmating at Rutland. A local Vennont rail
operator would provide connecting rail service south to Bennmgton and/or north to Burlington.
Split Service
The Ethan Allen would be split at AlbanyIRensselaer NY mto southern and northern branches.
The southern branch would run from AlbanyIRensselaer NY via Mechanicville and Bennington VT and
tenninate in Manchester. The northern branch would run from AlbanyIRensselaer NY via Schenectady,
Saratoga Springs, Fort Edward-Glens Falls, Fair Haven VT. Rutland, and tenninate in Burlington.
Burlineton Extension/Southern Rail Connection
The Ethan Allen would be extended from Rutland to Burlington with an additional station stop at
Middlebury. A local Vennont rail operator would provide connecting rail service south between Rutland
and Bennington.
NOTE: As a result of the public meetings, alignment/construction scenarios were revised as follows:
The Phased Implementation ABRB scenarios offer design and construction of ABRB as a series of
projects. Utilizing the Phased Implementation option might allow implementation of passenger service
to some ABRB stations prior to the completion of the entire project. Each of the segments could be
constructed either in succession or concurrently, depending upon both practical and policy decisions in
addition to the available funding for the project over a period of time. Several likely construction options
are available in this scenario:
•
•
•
•

All three of the segments might be constructed concurrently.
The southern segments of the alignment (between AlbanylRensselaer to North BenningtonlRutland)
might be constructed first.
The northern segment of the alignment (Rutland to Burlington) might be constructed first.
Vennont segments (North Bennington to Burlington) might be constructed first.
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APPENDIX C - CLASS 4 TRACK QUALIFICATIONS

Class 4 Track Qualifications
For Mainline & Sidings

Alignment
Track Surface

Cross Ties

Rail End
Mismatch
Rail End
Batter
Rail Joints

Tie Plates
Frogs
Frog Guard
Rail Gage

Track
luspections
Inspection Of
Rail

Passenger
80 Mph

Freight
60 Mph

Maximum
Allowable
Operating
Speed
Gage

4'-8

4'-9

~"

Gage distance shall not exceed the amount prescribed

The deviation of the mid-offset from the 62-foot
Curved
Tangent
line shall not exceed the amount prescribed
1-112"
1-112"
Deviation From Zero
Variation In X- Level
Deviation From
Deviation From
Max. Runoff At
X-Level
On Spirals
Elev. On Spirals
Uniform Profile
End Of Raise
1"
1-114"
1"
1-112"
2"
Deviation - Diff. Between Design & Actual Meas. At Any One Location.
Variation In XVariation (Warp,Twist) - Diff. Between Any Two Actual Readings 31'
Level On Tan.
1-114"
Apart On Spirals Or WlIn 62' On Tangents & Full Body Curves.
Max. No. Of Succ. Def. XMin. No. Of X-Ties Under A
Max. Dist. Between X-Ties
Min. No. Of XJoint Location
Ties
Ties Per 39' Of
Track
48"
I
2
12
Max. Mismatch At Rail Joints On The Gage Side Of The Rail Ends
Max. Mismatch At Rail Joints On The
Tread Of The Rail Ends
118"
118"
Max. Rail End Batter
!/.i"
If A Joint Bar Is Cracked, Broken Or Because Wear Allows Vertical Movement Of Either Rail When All Bolts
Are Tight, It Must Be Replaced.
In the case of continuous welded rail track, each rail must be bolted with at least two bolts at each joint.
No rail or angle bar having a torch cut or burned bolt hole may be used.
Where timber cross-ties are in use, there shall be tie plates under the running rails on at least 8 of any 10
consecutive ties.
The flangeway depth, measured from a plane across the wheel-bearing area of the frog
May not be less than 1-112"
Frog guard rail gage is the distance from the wheel flange face of guard rail to the gage line of frog point,
measured at right angles to the gage line. Frog guard rail gage must not be less than 4'-6 3/8".
The distance between guard lines, measured across the track at right angles tot he gage line, may not be more
than 4'-5 118".
Twice weekly with at least 1 calendar day interval between inspections.

A continuous search for internal rail defects shall be made of all CWR and jointed rails at least once a year over
which passenger trains operate. If new rail is inductively or ultrasonically inspected over its entire length, before
installing or within 6 months after it is laid in track, and all defects are removed, the next continuous search for
internal defects need not be made until 3 years after that inspection, unless otherwise instructed by the chief
engineer.
Provided gage is uniform, the following deviations from standard gage should not be exceeded: tangents - plus
Maintenance
112" to minus 114"; curves - plus 3/4' to minus 114"
Of Gage
Source: NRPC Amtrak Safety Limits and Specifications/or Maintenance and Construction o/Track - Rev.2 -1992
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APPENDIX D - VERMONT TRACK INSPECTION PHOTO LOG (1998)
Roll #1
Photo #
Description
Comment
1
Ferry RoadMP 109.71
North

2
3

4

5

6

7
8
9
10

11
12

13
14

15
16

17
18
19

Roll #2
Description
WalkerMnt
Road

Roll #3
Comment
Description
Comment
MP 49.23;115RE thru Old Depot Road - MP 8.90; New
crossing; no shoulder south
Crossing; lIS Rail
on inside of curve; Tie
thru xing
Replacement needed;
ties loose
Old Depot Road 50% tie replacement

Ferry Rd- Tie
Shim
at Ferry Road

WalkerMnt
Road
Farm Crossing - MP 46.51; 80% tie
North
replace

Thompson Point MP 108.97
Road - looking
south
Thompson Point
Road - looking
north
at Thompson
Point Roadlooking north
at Monkton Road MP99.78

Farm Crossing- No stone, cinders only
South

Monkton Road north
Monkton Roadsouth
at Monkton Road
Monkton Roadnorth
New Haven
JunctionlRte 7 North

Hartsboro Rd North

Very old equipment;
rail defects, 90lb rail;
need to clean stone
MP 36.3 BR83 - No ballast, all cinders
Mill Road xing
Mill Road xing South
MP 34.83

Eagle Sq. - South Rusted flashers; old
signal equipment
Eagle Sq. - East Steep grades to
Church Street
Eagle Sq. - East
Fair amount of traffic

MP 34.83

Eagle Sq. - East

MP 28.57 - Mad Ties Bad, need
undercut
Tom Road-S
MP 28.57 - Mad
Tom RoadNorth

Eagle Sq. - West

Hartsboro Rd South

Rte7-MP
27.82 - west
Cement crossing Rte7-MP
27.82
- bad sight
distance, curves
on both ends,
signs too far
from crossing,
no striping,
rusted pipes
Belden's Bridge
MP90.22
Rte 7(BR 242) Look N
MP27.82N
BR242 - South
Rte 7- MP 27.82
S
BR242 - South
MP 23.68 - Rte
1l&3017A-N.

LS Transit Systems, Inc.

No stone beyond
crossing; track
defects

MP43.30

MP 95.27;
flashers only,
cantilever, three
approaches
New Haven
100 lb railMP 28.57 - Mad
JunctionlRte 7- S I good shape
Tom Road
New Haven
MP 28.57 - Mad
JunctionlRte 7- N
Tom Road
CampGround
Crossing - North
CampGround
Crossing - South

Old Depot Road

MP 92.35

Page D-l

Eagle Sq. - South MP 3.53; No stone,
just cinders

No. Bennington
Station - Main
Street - North

no pa"ement
markings
"A Dilly" of a .
crossing
Old-Rubber Crossing

No. Bennington
Station
No. Bennington
Station - Main
Street - North
Track OK thru xing
Need gates

Hwy curve; sight
distance poor

Flashers only
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Roll #1
Description
Photo #
Comment
20
Belden's Bridge
21

Salisbury
MP 80.77
Crossing - South

22

Salisbury
No BalIast
Crossing - North

23

Hammond
Covered Bridge

24

KendaII Hill Rd
- Florence
Crossing

2S
26
27

28

29

30

31
32
33
34

North Street
Bridge - BR2lO
RR Undersouth to BR212
North Street
Bridge - BR2lO
- North
Main Street
BR209 at
Proctor - south
Main Street
BR209 at
Proctor - north
side of bridge
Rte 3 - Center
Rutland
Rte 3 - Center
Rutland
Rte 3 - Center
Rutland
Rte 3 - Center
Rutland
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MP 65.14?

Roll #2
Description
BR71
MP 23 .68 - Rte
1l&3017A North
MP 22.97Ridgefield Road North
MP 22.97Ridgefield Road South
BR70

Comment
Business Park
Entrance
New 12" Flashers

Comment

Signals only; no gates

heavy traffic

Bridge to be replaced

Dunham Road
xing - South

MP 15.49

Near Marble
Museum

Arlington Road
xing- north

MP 13.59

MP60.5

Arlington Road
xing- south

Old gates; taken out

MP 56.62

Arlington Road

xing rebuilt
recently
recommend
gates

Arlington Road
xing- south
Arlington Road
xing- south
Arlington Road

undercut; grass; ties
OK
no superelevation

Page D-2

Roll #3
Description

Change ties in south
curve

BR70
BR70
Dunham Road
xing - North

MP60.78
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APPENDIX E - NEW YORK TRACK INSPECTION PHOTO LOG (1998)
Photo #

Description

Comment

D&H Freight Main (Schenectady (MP 484.7) to Glenridge Jct. (MP 480.2»
I

MP 480.73

B&M RR Bridge over D&H Freight Main

2-4

MP 480.51

D&H RR Bridge over Glenridge Road (one lane)

5-7

MP 480.40

CPF 480 (D&H Freight MainlCanadian Main)

8-10

MP 480.27

D&H RR Bridge over Aplauskill

D&H Colonie Main (Albany (MP 0.0) to Mechanicville (MP 19.1»
II

MP 18.76

Park Avenue Crossing

12

MP 18.87

Broadway Crossing

13-14

MP 18.90

Colonie Main in Mechanicville

15

MP 18.95

Viall Avenue Crossing/CPF 467/Mechanicville Yard

16

MP 19.10

XO TowerlMechanicville Yard

D&WB&M Connection (Mechanicville (Removed»
17-24

MP 18.80

Former connection alignment/Grade crossings

B&M Freight Main (Mechanicville (MP 467.3) to Hoosick Jct. (MP 445.0)
25-27

MP467.20

CPF 4671B&M Freight MainlD&H Freight Main

28-30

MP467.20

Viall Avenue Crossing

31-33

MP 451.80

Hilt's Crossing

Vermont Railway (Hoosick Junction (MP 165.0) to North Bennington (MP 175.0»
34

MP 165.0

Hoosick Junction Wye Switch

35-39

MP 165.5

Typical track conditions

40-41

MP 165.9

N. Hoosick Rd. Crossing

42-46

MP 166.0

Walloomsac River Bridge

47

MP 166.1

County Highway

48-52

MP 167.2

Cottrelli Rd. Crossing

53-62

MP 169.5

Walloomsac River Bridge

63-67

MP170.0

State Line Crossing

LS Transit Systems, Inc.
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APPENDIX F - CAPITAL COST WORKSHEETS
Rensselaer to Schenectady. NY
NO IMPROVEMENTS NEEDED
Work Description

Quantity

Unit

1. Track
Rail Replacement
Superelevation
Anchoring
Lining & Surfacing
Ties
Ballast
DrainagelUndercutting

CostlUnlt

TFI
TF
TF
TF

$30.50
$35.00
$1.50
$4.00
$39.00
$30.00
$7.00
Subtotal

$$$$$$$$-

$20,000.00
$250,000.00

$$-

$200,000.00
Subtotal

$$-

$

500,000.00

$-

$
$
$

50,000.00
25,000.00
300,000.00
Subtotal

$$$$-

EA
TF
TF

2. Grade Crossing/Signals
(Jeneral Improvements
Public Crossings - Add (Jates , rehab
equipment
Private Crossings - Reconfig. Roads

EA

o

3. Stations
4. Structures
Speed Upgrades
Clearance Improvements
Structural Rehabilitation

o

o

o

EA
EA
EA

S. Permitting/Wetland Mitigation

o

LS

6. Temporary Construction Easements
(per crossing)

o

EA

Total Cost

$-

$

$10,000

$-

Subtotal
40% Construction Contingency
Subtotal
ROW Acquisition
Subtotal
20% Design & Administration

$$$$$$-

Total

$-

TF = track foot
EA = each
3 LS = lump sum
I

2

LS Transit Systems, Inc.
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Schenectad~

to Glenville Junction, NY
NO IMPROVEMENTS NEEDED
Work Description

Unit

Quantity

1. Track
Rail Replacement
Superelevation
Anchoring
Lining & Surfacing
Ties
Ballast
Drainage/Undercutting

CostlUnit

TF
TF
TF

$30.50
$35.00
$1.50
$4.00
$39.00
$30.00
$7.00
Subtotal

$$-

EA
EA

$20,000.00
$250,000.00

$$-

EA

$200,000.00
Subtotal

$$-

TF
EA

TF
TF

2. Grade Crossing/Signals
General Improvements
Public Crossings - Add Gates, rehab
equipment
Private Crossings - Reconfig. Roads

Total Cost

$$$-

$-

$$-

3. Stations

0

LS

$

500,000.00

$-

4. Structures
Speed Upgrades
Clearance Improvements
Structural Rehabilitation

0
0
0

EA
EA
EA

$
$
$

50,000.00
25,000.00
300,000.00
Subtotal

$$$$-

5. Permitting/Wetland Mitigation

0

LS

6. Temporary Construction Easements
(per crossing)

0

EA

LS Transit Systems, Inc.
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$

$-

$10,000

$-

Subtotal
40% Construction Contingency
Subtotal
ROW Acquisition
Subtotal
20% Design & Administration

$$$$-

Total

$-

$-

$-
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Glenville Junction to Mechanicville. NY
Work Description

1. Track
Rail Replacement
Supereievation
Anchoring
Lining & Surfacing
Ties
Ballast
DrainagelUndercutting

2. Grade Crossing/Signals
General Improvements
Public Crossings - Add Gates, rehab
equipment
Private Crossings - Reconfig. Roads

CostiUnit

Total Cost

$30.50
$35.00
$1.50
$4.00
$39.00
$30.00
$7.00
Subtotal

$366,000
$280,000
$18,000
$144,000
$312,000
$300,000
$70,000
$1,490,000

EA
EA

$20,000.00
$250,000.00

$120,000
$ -

EA

$200,000.00
Subtotal

$ $120,000

500,000.00

$ -

50,000.00
25,000.00
300,000.00
Subtotal

$200,000
$ $ $200,000

Quantity

Unit

12,000
8,000
12,000
36,000
8,000
10,000
10,000

TF
TF

6

TF

TF
EA
TF
TF

3. Stations

0

LS

4. Structures
Speed Upgrades
Clearance Improvements
Structural Rehabilitation

4
0
0

EA
EA
EA

5. Permitting/Wetland Mitigation

0

LS

6. Temporary Construction Easements
(per crossing)

0

EA

LS Transit Systems, Inc.
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$

$

$
$

$ -

$ -

$10,000

$ -

Subtotal
40% Construction Contingency
Subtotal
ROW Acquisition
Subtotal
20% Design & Administration

$1,810,000
$724,000
$2,534,000
$ $ 2,534,000
$506,800

Total

$3,040,800
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Mechanicville to Hoosick Junction. NY
Work Description

1. Track
Rail Replacement
Superelevation
Anchoring
Lining & Surfacing
Ties
Ballast
DrainagelUndercutting

2. Grade Crossing/Signals
General Improvements
Public Crossings - Add Gates , rehab
equipment
Private Crossings - Reconfig. Roads

Quantity

Unit

CostlVnit

Total Cost

18,000
12,000
18,000
42,000
22,000
24,000
24,000

TF
TF
TF
TF
EA
TF
TF

$30.50
$35.00
$1.50
$4.00
$39.00
$30.00
$7.00
Subtotal

$549,000
$420,000
$27,000
$168,000
$858,000
$720,000
$168,000
$2,910,000

8
2

EA
EA

$20,000.00
$250,000.00

$\60,000
$500,000

3

EA

$200,000.00
Subtotal

$600,000
$\,260,000

LS

$500,000.00

$500,000

$300,000

3. Stations
4. Structures
Speed Upgrades
Clearance Improvements
Structural Rehabilitation

6
0
4

EA
EA
EA

$50,000.00
$25 ,000.00
$300,000.00
Subtotal

S. Permitting/Wetland Mitigation

0

LS

$ -

6. Temporary Construction Easements
(per crossing)

0

EA

LS Transit Systems, Inc.
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$10,000

$

-

$\,200,000
$\,500,000
$

-

$

-

Subtotal
40% Construction Contingency
Subtotal
ROW Acquisition
Subtotal
20% Design & Administration

$6,170,000
$2,468 ,000
$8,638,000
$
$8,638,000
$\ ,727,600

Total

$10,365,600

-
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Hoosick Junction. NY to Nortb Bennington. VT
Work Description
1. Track
Rail Replacement
Supere1evation
Anchoring
Lining & Surfacing
Ties
Ballast
DrainagefUndercutting

2. Grade Crossing/Signals
General Improvements
Public Crossings - Add Gates, rehab
equipment
Private Crossings - Reconfig. Roads

Cost/Unit

Total Cost

TF
TF
TF
TF
EA
TF
TF

$30.50
$35.00
$1.50
$4.00
$39.00
$30.00
$7.00
Subtotal

$1,220,000
$350,000
$60,000
$240,000
$624,000
$840,000
$196,000
$3,530,000

EA
EA

$20,000.00
$250,000.00

$100,000
$1,250,000

EA

$200,000.00
Subtotal

$
$1,350,000

Quantity

Unit

40,000
10,000
40,000
60,000
16,000
28,000
28,000

5
5

3. Stations

0

LS

$500,000.00

4. Structures
Speed Upgrades
Clearance Improvements
Structural Rehabilitation

0
0
5

EA
EA
EA

$50,000.00
$25,000.00
$300,000.00
Subtotal

LS

$ -

S. Permitting/Wetland Mitigation
6. Temporary Construction Easements
(per crossing)

LS Transit Systems, Inc.
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-

$

-

$
$ $1,500,000
$1,500,000
$300,000

$10,000

$50,000

Subtotal
40% Construction Contingency
Subtotal
ROW Acquisition
Subtotal
20% Design & Administration

$6,730,000
$2,692,000
$9,422,000
$ $9,422,000
$1,884,400

Total

$11,306,400

EA
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No. Bennington to Rutland. VT
Quantity

Unit

CostlUnit

Total Cost

225,000
34,000
290,000
290,000
75,000
285,000
285,000

TF
TF
TF
TF

$30.50
$35.00
$1.50
$4.00
$39.00
$30.00
$7.00
Subtotal

$6,862,500
$1,190,000
$435,000
$1,160,000
$2,925,000
$8,550,000
$1,995,000
$23,117,500

105
13

EA
EA

$20,000.00
$250,000.00

$2,100,000
$3,250,000

9

EA

$200,000.00
Subtotal

$1,800,000
$7,150,000

3. Stations

3

LS

$500,000.00

$1,500,000

4. Structures
Speed Upgrades
Clearance Improvements
Structural Rehabilitation

3
2

EA
EA
EA

$50,000.00
$25,000.00
$300,000.00
Subtotal

$150,000
$50,000
$1,200,000
$1,400,000

LS

$ -

Work Description
1. Track
Rail Replacement
Superelevation
Anchoring
Lining & Surfacing
Ties
Ballast
DrainagelUndercutting

2. Grade Crossing/Signals
General Improvements
Public Crossings - Add Gates, rehab
equipment
Private Crossings - Reconfig. Roads

4

5. Permitting/Wetland Mitigation
6. Temporary Construction Easements
(per crossing)

LS Transit Systems, Inc.

105
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EA
TF

TF

EA

$200,000

$10,000

$1,050,000

Subtotal
40% Construction Contingency
Subtotal
ROW Acquisition
Subtotal
20% Design & Administration

$34,417,500
$13,767,000
$48,184,500
$
$48,184,500
$9,636,900

Total

$57,821,400

-
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Rutland to Burlington. VT
Work Description

Cost/Unit

Total Cost

TF
TF
TF
TF
EA
TF
TF

$30.50
$35.00
$1.50
$4.00
$39.00
$30.00
$7.00
Subtotal

$4,117,500
$1,190,000
$435,000
$1,160,000
$2,925 ,000
$3,750,000
$875,000
$14,452,500

123
13

EA
EA

$20,000.00
$250,000.00

$2,460,000
$3,250,000

11

EA

$200,000.00
Subtotal

$2,200,000
$7,910,000

3. Stations

2

LS

$500,000.00

$1,000,000

4. Structures
Speed Upgrades
Clearance Improvements
Structural Rehabilitation

18
4
2

EA
EA
EA

$50,000.00
$25,000.00
$300,000.00
Subtotal

$900,000
$100,000
$600,000
$1,600,000

LS

$ -

1. Track
Rail Replacement
Superelevation
Anchoring
Lining & Surfacing
Ties
BalIast
Drainage/Undercutting

2. Grade Crossing/Signals
General Improvements
Public Crossings - Add Gates, rehab
equipment
Private Crossings - Reconfig. Roads

Quantity

Unit

135,000
34,000
290,000
290,000
75,000
125,000
125,000

5. Permitting/Wetland Mitigation
6. Temporary Construction Easements
(per crossing)

LS Transit Systems, Inc.

123
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EA

$1(10,000

$10,000

$1,230,000

Subtotal
40% Construction Contingency
Subtotal
ROW Acquisition
Subtotal
20% Design & Administration

$26,292,500
$10,517,000
$36,809,500
$
$36,809,500
$7,361 ,900

Total

$44,171,400

-
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APPENDIX G - CONCEPTUAL CONSTRUCTION PHASING
Full Build - Entire Ali2nment
Burlington, Vermont - Rensselaer, New York

Segment:

Year

Design Duration

1

2

3

X

X

X

$5,279,400

$5,279,400

$3,519,600

Construction Duration
Design!Admin Cost
Construction Cost
Subtotal Per Year

$5,279,400

$5,279,400

$3,519,600

4

5

6

7

8

X

X

X

X

X

$3,519,600

$3,519,600

$21,117,600

$21,117,600

$21,117,600

$21,117,600 $21,117,600

$24,637,200

$24,637,200

$21,117,600

$21,117,600 $21,117,600

$126,705,600

Total

Phased Implementation (Could be constructed in any order)
Segment:

Burlington, Vermont - Rutland, Vermont
Year

Design Duration

1

2

X

X

Construction Duration
Design!Admin Cost

$3,680,950

$3,680,950

$3,680,950

$3,680,950

Construction Cost
Subtotal Per Year

3

4

5

X

X

X

$12,269,833

$12,269,833

$12,269,833

$12,269,833

$12,269,833

$12,269,833

Total Per Segment

$44.171.400

Segment:

Design Duration

Rutland, Vermont - North Bennington, Vermont

X

X

$4,818,450

$4,818,450

Construction Duration
Design!Admin Cost
Construction Cost
Subtotal Per Year

$4,818,450

$4,818,450

X

X

X

$16,061,500

$16,061,500

$16,061,500

$16,061,500

$16,061,500

$16,061,500

Total Per Segment

Segment:

Design Duration

$57,821.400

North Bennington, Vermont - Rensselaer, NY

X

Construction Duration
Design!Admin Cost
Construction Cost
Subtotal Per Year

X

X

$10,297,000

$10,297,000

$4,118,800

$4,118,800

$10,297,000

Total Per Segment

LS Transit Systems, Inc.

$10,297,000
$ 24.712.800
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APPENDIX H - CONSTRUCTION CONTINGENCY AND DESIGN COSTS
20% Contingency
City to City Rail Segments

N~w

Construction
Including
Contingency

Design &
Admin.

40% Contingency
Construction
Including
Contingency

Total

Design &
Admin.

Total

York SeKments

Rensselaer to Schenectady, NY
Schenectady to Glenville Junction, NY
Glenville Junction to Mechanicville, NY
Mechanicville to Hoosick Junction, NY
Hoosick Junction, NY to North Bennington, VT
Subtotal Albany/Rensselaer, NY - N. Bennington

$ •
$ •

S •
S •

$ S •

$2, 172,000
$7,404,000

S4J~.4(JO

S:.606.400
SlJ.lIX4.800
SY.691.100
111,111,400

SI.4!<U,KOO
$1.61 ~,2UO

$8,076.000

j

,

$ .

$ $ $2,534,000

$ •

$ $ -

$506,800

$8,638,000
$9,422,000

$1,727,600
$1.884,400

$3.040.800
$10. 365.600
$11.306,400
S24, 712,800

$48, 184,500
$36,809,500

$9.636.900

I

Vermont Segments
No. Bennington to Rutland, VT
Rutland to Burlington, VT

I
$41 ,301.000
$31,551,000

I

SS,260,20U
S6.3IU,200

14',56/,100'
Ir,161,100

$7.361.900

1111,604,100

TOTAL CONSTRUCTION COSTS

$57,821,400
S44,/71,400
SI 26,705,600

TYPICAL CONSTRUCTION CONTINGENCIES BY LEVEL OF DESIGN
Project Stage

% Contingency

•

FeasibilitylPlanning Study (ABRB)

40%

•

Conceptual Design

30%-40%

•

Preliminary Engineering (30% Design)

20% - 30%

•

Final Design (60% Design)

10% - 20%

•

90% Design

5%- !O%

•

100% Design

0%-5%

•

Plans, Specifications, and Estimate

0%

LS Transit Systems, Inc.
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TYPICAL DESIGN AND ADMlNISTRATION COSTS

•

State Administration Costs

7%

•

Preparation of Environmental Assessment
~ Natural Resource Impacts
~ Noise and Vibration
~ Air Quality
~ Traffic Study

3%

•

Design

10%

~
~
~
~

~
~
~
~

~
~
~
~
~

Survey
Geotechnical Study (Subsurface Investigation)
Preparation of Improvement Packages (Track)
Preparation of Easement Documents
Station Designs
Preparation of Bid Documents
Diagnostic Review (Crossing Designs)
Bridge Designs
Environmental Permitting! Mitigation Design
Preparation of Maintenance Program
Preparation of As-Builts
Construction Oversight
Public Outreach

NOTE: In the Conceptual Construction Phasing Worksheet, design and administration costs are loaded
heavily into the early years of the ABRB project. However, some administrative expenditures would
occur throughout the life of the project.

LS Transit Systems, Inc.
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App endix I

APPENDIX I - GLOSSARY

Ballast:

Material that holds ties in place, prevents lateral deflection, and
spreads out the load on the rails.

Continuous Welded Rail (CWR):

Rail that has fewer welds than standard "jointed" rail.

Grade Crossing:

Location where roadway intersects railroad tracks.

Jointed Rail:

Rail that is connected at approximately 39-foot intervals.

Superelevation:

The amount by which the outer rail on a curve is raised to tip
railroad cars inward to compensate for the effect of centrifugal
force.

Tie:

Wood or concrete panel laid across the roadbed to which rail is
fastened.

LS Transit Systems, Inc.
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APPENDIX J - PUBLIC MEETING NOTES
PUBLIC MEETING - ARLINGTON, VERMONT - SEPTEMBER 9, 1998
The meeting began at 7:05 PM with an introduction by Mr. Jim Sullivan of the Bennington Regional
Planning Commission. Mr. Sullivan explained that his office works on transportation issues with the
Agency of Transportation. Mr. Paul Tober, Project Manager for VAOT, then gave background of the
ABRB project. Mr. Tober introduced VAOT personnel and the consultant team. Ms. Janet CampbellLorenc from LS Transit Systems gave an overview of the study to date and presented findings from the
Draft Final Report. Mr. Norma Marshall from Resource Systems Group provided an overview of the
ridership projections. Questions and comments from the public were as follows:
Q: This is to reduce travel time between where? A: Between Albany to Rutland.
Q: Does the construction have to be phased in the order you have there? A: No, any order could be done.
In terms of ease of construction, the Burlington to Rutland would be the easiest to construct. It depends

on how you look at it - construction ease or at a policy level? The NY section would have to coordinate
with VT and that would take a while.
Comment: Why did you break Hoosick Jct. out instead of Albany? Vermont owns the railbed to
Hoosick Jct. You are building on something that's in place rather than starting on new section.
Q: Were you asked by the Rail Council to do both alternatives? A: It became more specific over the
course of the study. We developed the alternatives based on the original list of alternatives that was
developed.
Q: Phasing: Final report include an analysis that the Phase I is southern section - Albany to Rutland.
Then phase two? Is there a full analysis? A: Phase I and II have ridership forecasts.
Q: Did you test the model using this data? A: Yes. Q: Did you apply the model to an independent
situation to determine its accuracy? A: We looked at midwestern lines but did not find a good
comparison. We used the Vermont data as the best data that is available.
Q: The two southern sections- one couldn't be used while the other was being built? A: No. The
Bennington to Albany piece first, yes. You could phase sections in quicker.
Q: You couldn't find another rail line that looks like ours starting in major city and going to a tourist
destination? A: No.
Q: What is the current Ethan Allen ridership? A: (Slide presented)
Q: On page 6 of final draft report - Cost breakdown of 21 cents per mile, autos only 10 cents per mile,
please explain? A: We didn't do traveler surveying in this project, but in other places we have. In our
surveys, we found that per person the leisure mile per person is about 10 cents to drive. This is a
conceptual study, we did not do a new survey. However, this number is actually low according to
people's perception of the cost to drive their car.
Q: But the actual cost is what is important, not the perception. A: No, this is about people's perception
and what they will choose to do based on perception.

LS Transit Systems, Inc.
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Q: Did you take into account the people who live near Penn Station but do not have cars? A: Yes.
Q: Did you receive the study data done by Intersearch? A: Their data was developed prior to the
implementation of the Ethan Allen - we do have their ridership estimates, but not their proprietary data
base. However, their ridership projections are not as useful as actual current Ethan Allen ridership.
Q: How long had the Fair Haven stop been in effect at the time of the study? A: It started last summer.
Q: This isn't even a full year then worth of data. A: I don't think it would materially change the
numbers.
Q: The projection for NY to NY origins - what is that increase? A: We include Albany in our model. Q:
Did that number go up? A: The train isn't going to all those NY stops in that scenario. We should focus
on the Vermont part - we're not trying to compare ridership south of Albany.
Q: Twice the number of boardings is the number of total passengers? A: Yes, that would be the number
of one-way trips, which is generally how these are measured.
Q: If you had done a Phase I ridership table for the southern portion up to Rutland, would the numbers
be significantly different? A: They would be quite similar but without Burlington and Rutland.

Q: This assumes two trains a day each way. A: Yes.
Q: Can the train go to St. Albans also be serviced? A: There is some difficulty in traveling between
Burlington and Essex Jct. It would be difficult and expensive but not impossible.
Q: Why would Middlebury students ride the train-the students all have cars?
elements and this is what the model shows.

A: We looked at all the

Mike McArdle ofLS Transit gave an overview of track improvements and costs.
Q: More specific on how information was gathered regarding the costs? A: There are industry standards
for costs for this type of project. We have compared projects that were somewhat similar in type of
construction and magnitude of the project. Overhead data shows the project in the middle range at the
cost of about $468,000 per mile for the track upgrades.
Q: The people that went out to look at the line, how did you collect the information from them? A: I
met with Vermont Railway and discussed the line. We got maintenance records, track charts, and the
problem spots from VlR. We then drove along the line and conducted a visual inspection at key
intervals.
Q: The people who looked at the track. .. what was the process? A: I (Mike McArdle) and others went
and looked at it. We drove along Route 7 and pulled over at key locations. We used visual inspection
that relies on our experience to determine the condition of the track.
Q: You said you got people to go out and check the infrastructure - how did you treat those figures that
you got from them and how they are reflecte9 in the report? A: There were three of us, we reduced the
information and made best assumptions from that information. We assumed that the 105 pound rail all
needs to be replaced because Amtrak requires a certain type of track, etc.
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Q: Freight - how long would that take to ruin your passenger rail service? A: We are focusing on .
passenger, but it is a freight rail line. We took some of this into consideration - it's really the
maintenance costs that go up most.

Q: Working papers Band C and final report: there is a change - previously a 40 percent contingency.
Now, it says 20 contingency too. A: The Rail Council asked us to show both 20 and 40 percent
contingencies. So they are both shown in the current report.
Q: Vermont Rail- did you get cost estimates from them? A: No, but they have reviewed our estimates.
Q: I'm concerned that these numbers don't compare with the 10 miles of rehab recently completed on the
line from Arlington to Manchester. Did you look at the cost estimates for that part of the rail? Did you
ask the railroad what it cost them? A: That section is not brought up to Class IV standards, but we did
not assume as much work on that section. An important issue is that this is a large scale project. VTR
cannot do this work - too large scale for them. Comment: I take exception to that.
Q: Did you know the State has a Force agreement with VTR regarding rail repairs and they can't show a
profit to do the work? A: They are not capable of installing welded rail - have to sub it out. VTR has
informed me that they can't do it in the time-frame we're talking about.
Q: Did you use the data on the cost of what VTR did? A: Yes. The commuter rail project was used as a
comparison. (see overhead)
Q: Take into account the drainage? A: Yes. Appendix F has worksheets for all the sections and detail.

Q: Regarding the overhead are these all just estimates? A: The Commuter rail number is real. The CLP
is what they have to spend. The Maine project is going out to bid now. Q: The CLP and BurlingtonCharlotte are nice low numbers. Was track in better shape than ours? A: Burl-Char is definitely better
than ours. The CLP is similar but the order of magnitude is much different. The volume of the work is
higher so materials may be cheaper but labor costs will be higher.
Q: Your minimum cost is $300,000 per-mile, max is $500,000 per mile. What's figured into the $127
million? A: That's the $500,000 estimate.
Q: Did you subtract the work that's been done Charlotte to Burlington? A: Yes.
Q: Does the $468,000 include contingency? A: Yes with 40 percent contingency.

Q: With the 20 percent contingency and a total cost of$108 million - how many miles of track?
Q: Appendix F - 40 percent contingency. How normal are these contingencies? A: Contingencies are
based on your knowledge of the project. We haven't done in-depth work on this rail line, and this
percentage is typical for this level of analysis. As the project develops, we reduce the contingency
factors as we know more specifics about the project.
Q: If it's based on uncertainty - is it plus or minus 40 percent? A: No. It's not likely to be less than
estimated.

Q: I added the four segments, and it's 49 million without the contingency. A: Yes but you have not
included the bridge work, stations, ballast, contingency, crossings and administrative costs.
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Q: Does your total number include stations? A: Yes.
Q: Explain the other work in addition to the track upgrades? A: Yes. The grade crossings are a large
cost - there are about 250 crossings. Hoosick to Rutland there are 110 crossings. We didn't include
signals at all the crossings - but there would be some signal work.
Q: Has ANR been involved? A: No.
Q: Grade crossings - road approaching the grade crossings and the drainage issues are very important.
A: Yes, absolutely. At least $30,000 of improvements at each crossing.
Q: How much would a comparable road cost? A: The rule of thumb is $lmillionllane of highway/mi Ie.
Q: For 132 miles, it would cost many millions more. Rail is actually cheaper than road. A: From a
capital cost point of view, yes.
Q: I thought rails and rail beds were the major expense, but they seem to be less than half - isn't this
strange. A: No. There are a lot of crossings and bridges on this route. Don't forget the NY segments.
Q: You have a chart for $20 million in design costs? A: Yes. 20 percent includes funds for State
administration, environmental Assessment, and design work.
Q: Appendix F: Where is the word "Bridges"? A: See structures.
Q: What are you being asked to include in the final report? A: The charge was to determine if this
project was feasible and what the order of magnitude costs are and the important jurisdictional issues to
determine if the project is feasible.

Q: Is the project is technically feasible? A: Yes, from a technical and jurisdictional point of view.
Q: We need so many million dollars to have 115,000 passengers to ride rail. Is that really economically
feasible? A: That is a policy question that is not addressed in this study.
Mr. Tober explained that this is technical work to provide background on what it would take to
implement this project. The policy issues - phasing, finances, etc. are policy decisions that will carry
forward when the report is finished. Goes to Rail Council, Sec. of V AOT, and Governor, and
Legislature. They will deal with policy issues - not the consultants who provide the technical
parameters.
Q: The Executive Summary and Final Draft would benefit from an explicit statement of a third
alternative - wherein the service is phased south to north. Data is in there, but it's not presented explicitly
in text. This is geographical bias. The study should start with the premise of starting construction from
the South to Rutland as Phase I, then go from there.
Q: The Legislature makes final decision? A: Yes.
Comment: I like Jim's suggestion. The study is named ABRB and should therefore proceed in that
order. The scenarios are not phased implementation. Need to look at ridership phased coming from the
south. There is no phase III for the south end hook up.
Q: There is no benefit in showing the shuttle south from Rutland. People won't use it and should not be in
the study. A: We wanted to show what the impact was for policy makers later on.
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Comment: The train was to run Bennington-Burlington if the funding was available, according to the
Legislature's last session. This is the legislative intent.
Q: Did we do conceptual plan on the CLP? It bothers me that we are doing this conceptual plan when
everyone from the Governor on down wants this to start. A: I wasn't involved in the CLP. I didn't get
that direction. However, this study will provide valuable information for future funding decisions.
Comment: This is very soft. You have not sold me. As I've written to Glenn, the Rail Council needs to
meet in Bennington County and figure out what we're talking about. Need to know before January so we
can move forward.
Q: Why does Vermont leave Bennington County last? A: I don't have direction to do that.

Comment: This project started out as ABRB. The Governor is having trouble justifying his commuter
rail project. The Gov. then started expanding this project to justify his project.
Q: Will your report to the legislature include costs maintenance, administration and insurance and the
Amtrak subsidy, etc.? A: No, just the costs outlined. The study will be given to Rail Council, VAOT,
Governor and the Legislature. Any of those can ask for more detailed info.

Q: Why NYS link chose Schenectady rather than Mechanicville? A: We looked at it, but it was not the
best alternative. See Working Paper A.
Q: Implementation scenarios - were those decided by the consultant or others? A: It was not part of the
original scope. We offered 7 scenarios then brought them down to the current number.
Q: The train is supposed to go from South to North, according to Gov. and Legislature, then how come
that's not a scenario - why? A: That was not part of the scope of work - that it would be south to north
was not stipulated by the Rail Council.
Q: Rail Council relationship to VAOT? A: Rail Council is a stakeholder group that has VAOT, other
gov. agencies, rail owners, operators, ANR and is chaired by Secretary Glenn Gershaneck. The scope of
work for the study was prepared by Paul Tober and presented to the Rail Council for approval.
Q: Drop the shuttle alternative and build in an alternative Hoosick Fall to Rutland as a phased
alternative. This meets legislative and the Governor's intent. Throw out the absurd scenario of shuttle
service south from Rutland. A: The phased alt. was to keep the Ethan Allen as is and run it north.
Comment: That was not the first project. That has nothing to do with Hoosick Jct. to Burlington.
Q: I'm concerned that this material is presented to the public as solid thinking of all - at other meetings.
It scares me that this goes out - do we need to go out to all the meetings and get our feelings to them? A:
Document is a draft for input of all. We will address all comments at the
same time and share the same drafts with everyone. You are welcome to come to all the meetings.
Q: Detailed ridership data from Ethan Allen. Where is it? I think that is informative and should be
included in the final report. A: Agree.

Q: This is the feasibility study. What is the next step? A: Goes to legislature to program money to
move forward towards implementation. Q: What about an economic feasibility study? A: If the policy
makers decide they want that information.
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Q: This is conceptual. You have no concrete facts right now for budgeting. The Legislature needs
more. A: This is conceptual, there is a lot more to be done. Comment: The funding is available to us.
The extra ISTEA funds would allow us to build this and our bypass.
Q: Is it going to pay to have this service? It will always have to be subsidized. By how much?
Q: We have asked for the study to follow the ABRB path. Will that scenario be included in this report?
A: We will consider it. It has merit, but I don't know how it will turn out. Q: When will you know? A:
At the end of our two-week comment period following this meeting.
Q: I think this report should have just two pieces - Burlington to Rutland (looks like supplement existing
service with least money) and Rutland south. Getting from Albany to Bennington to Rutland is the
second piece. They are really separate. A: Don't want to drop alternative at this point. The Rail
Council wouldn't want us to take one out.
Q: What's missing is the people and human emotion. Bennington has been bypassed - no highway, no
canal, no rail. You have to understand how we feel - we've been bypassed by economic development.
Rail can do this for us. We need this kind of thing down here A: We have included that sentiment under
jurisdictional issues in the report.
Q: Is there any input from Vermont Transit Bus lines? They stepped in when the railroad abandoned
passenger rail. A: They have received information via the mail, but we haven't heard from them.
The meeting adjourned at 9:20PM.
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PUBLIC MEETING - RUTLAND, VERMONT - SEPTEMBER 10, 1998
The meeting was brought to order at 7:05 PM by Charlie Wise of the Rutland Region Transportation
Council. Mr. Wise introduced Mr. Paul Tober of the V AOT who explained that the meeting is an
opportunity to discuss the Draft Final Report. Ms. Janet Campbell-Lorenc of LS Transit Systems
provided background for the study.
Q: Would you abandon some ofthe service through NY? A: Yes.

Q: What determined the appropriate stops in Vermont? A: This is a conceptual study. We didn't get
into detail about the exact location of stops.
Q: Why Albany-Schenectady-Rutland? Why not Rensselaer? A: Discussed the alignments considered
and why they were not feasible for a number of reasons - ROW, wetlands, etc.
Mr. Greg Spitz of Resource Systems Group pro\'ided an oven' lew of ridership projections.
Q: Could you expand on the stops? A: The alternatl\'es mayor may not be adopted. This service is the
current Ethan Allen Express to Rutland continued to Burlington na Middlebury, and a shuttle transfer in
Rutland to ManchesterlBennington. Q: No new construction on the NY side? A: There are no NY
upgrades in the phased alternative.
Q: Why is the full-build ridership significantly different from Phases I and II? A: It's due to improved
travel time based on track conditions.
Comment: I think a map would help to describe the ridership charts.
Q: Is the time saved being compared to auto travel? A: We compared it to all modes. Q: Taking the
train is very different from taking a car. I would rather take the train. A: The model takes into account
"indescribable" benefits.
Q: Can you give us an idea travel time? A: NYC to Burlington is roughly 6 1/2 hours at an average
speed of 40 mph.
Q: In your model, you assumed certain demand for transportation between cities - does the train
generate additional travel? A: Yes, the induced demand is counted in the model.
Q: Why didn't you project out the 9,300 ridership? A: We could do that but we think current ridership
is going to change. We didn't do a "no build" alternative.

Q: What is the frequency of trips? A: We've assumed two trains per day.

Q: Any discussions with Amtrak and the State of NY? A: Yes, in a general sense.
Q: Does your modal split model take into account ability to rent cars, etc. at destinations? A: We didn't
look at access/egress times.
Q: Did you make any attempt to survey Ethan Allen riders as to why they take trains? A: We have study
results from other rail lines, but not on the Ethan Allen.
Q: On page 7, it appears that the bulk of the travel is within Vermont? A: Yes.
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Comment: What we've found here in Rutland is that when the design is completed, the price goes up by
50 percent (referring to the Rutland Multimodal Center).
Q: Did you consider that freight service will benefit and therefore cost will be shared? It's important to
overall feasibility. A: We have not broken out the freight benefit.
Q: Wasn't there an issue in Castleton where a siding conflicted with high speed rail? Audience: It was
resolved. Q: We would like to have more freight - will this adversely effect passenger rail? A: It's not
impossible for them to coexist.
Q: Where do I find the tables of the two different contingency rates in the report? A: It is in the Draft
Final Report. Q: What's the cost to the next phase - design? A: Depends on what the project is - about
$10 million design, 113 of that to get to the next phase. About $3 million plus state costs.
Q: You haven't evaluated all the structural deficiencies, but can I take your factor and multiply it against
the structural line of the budget? A: It wouldn't be fair to do that now. The contingency takes the entire
project and the magnitude, not specific segments.

Q: I feel uncomfortable with the structures numbers and prices. Can you give us some more realistic
numbers? A: They are fairly reasonable, based on the structural inspection reports from the State and
Railroad. With the contingency built in, I'm comfortable with the numbers.
Q: On page 24, 5.1.12, and VTR's structures that need attention: can I then correlate the six structures
and bridges to your structural rehab line item? A: Yes.
Q: Using the contingency, the estimates seem very high. The LSTS 1993 study estimated $9.3 million
and VTR did it for 5.5 million. The nationwide figures weren't accurate for here. VTR estimates the
Burlington-Rutland segment at $15-20 million. You assume gated crossings at every public crossing?
A: Yes. VTR does not have the resources to do this whole project. We start with national figures, but
we ensure they match similar projects here.
Q: VTR subs a lot of it out. They are the operators down to Hoosick Jct. Why is the Guilford piece so
high? It's the old B&M and they are running freight trains at 40 mph. A: Mechanicville to Hoosick is the
problem. The Hoosick rail segment is of very poor quality.
Q: Everyone is interested in the uncertainty band in your number. A: We believe this is a realistic
number - it's our best estimates. The Rail Council thought the 40 percent contingency seemed high, and
requested we also add 20 percent for display purposes.
Q: In the phased implementation, the cost is the same as the full build-out. You would expect it to cost
more over the longer period? A: We did the entire project using 1998 dollars. For the phasing, we just
split it into segments.
Q: We are subsidizing rail service now. Would this be an additional subsidy? A: This study did not
look at the operating/maintenance costs. Q: I left the last meeting thinking there was a big cost of
getting to the VT state line. Will NY help out? You should build the NY-VT section first, since the
highway ends.
Q: Don't you have direction that Rutland-Burlington comes first? A: No.
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Comment: Rutland was a railroad town and I'm inclined toward railroads, however, I seriously object to .
the priority that seems to be put on this project when we want access to the Interstate in this area, etc.
Comment: I don't agree. There are other subsidies for the highways - through property taxes to maintain
local roads. The property owners pay for those roads - if you don't have a car, you pay anyhow.
Q: In your appendices, do you explain your abbreviations? A: We'll add them to a footnote in the final
report.

Comment: We in Fair Haven gave up commercial sidings, etc. to support Amtrak coming through our
community. Frankly, I haven't noticed any financial gain to my community from Amtrak. It's realistic to
imagine that CastletonlFair Haven are going to demand our commercial sidings back and some
compensation for the Fair Haven Depot which will be useless.
Q: Did you consider coming to Rutland and running a shuttle to CastletonlFair Haven? A: No.

Meeting adjourned at 8:30PM.
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PUBLIC MEETING - BURLINGTON, VERMONT - SEPTEMBER 15, 1998
Mr. Peter Plume au of the Chittenden County Metropolitan Planning Organization began the meeting at
7:10 PM by welcoming participants. Mr. Paul Tober of the Vermont Agency of Transportation discussed
the purpose for the meeting, namely to share information and gather comments from those in attendance.
Ms. Janet Campbell-Lorenc of LS Transit Systems explained the background of the project and outlined
the alternatives analysis. Bob Chamberlin of Resource Systems Group discussed the ridership
projections.
Q: Did you take in consideration both UVM and Middlebury students? The ridership looks low. A:
Yes, they were definitely included.

Q: This is based on two trains a day - did you look at only one per day? A: Generally, the ridership for
one train is about 60 percent of the ridership for two trains per day. The second train doesn't necessarily
induce ridership.
Q: What was the assumed time separation between trains? A: The model is not detailed enough to look
at that. The current train leaves New York Penn. Station in the late afternoon to arrive in Rutland about
10:00. We had replicated that and added an AM service.

Q: Are you taking away from the existing Essex Jct. train along the eastern coast of VT? A: Yes. We
assume an almost total shift of Essex Jct. riders that are going to Penn. Station. About 3,000 people will
switch because it's a 2 hour shorter trip.
Q: The boardings don't add up. A: You must include the Rutland numbers. Burlington figures count
people who get on in Burlington only. Q: How many people come into Burlington? A: About 15,600
people will get off in Burlington. Q: How many come to Burlington via the Vermonter now? A:
Around 9,000.
Q: What percentage oftotal trips is this? A: Around I percent of all trips. Auto remains king. Air travel
is very competitive between Burlington and NYC - air is cheap and quick.
Q: There is additional ridership coming to Vermont - where is that ridership right now? A: It primarily
comes from tourist auto trips, and some from other modes.
Q: How many people live in NYC, within a 2 mile radius of Penn. Station, that don't own cars? Has that
been factored? A: It has been factored.
Q: 40 percent contingency? A: This is based on that fact that we don't have detail on all the issues yet.

Q: What are the costs to build an equivalent road? A: It depends on what level of road you're talking
about. It's roughly a million dollars per lane mile.
Q: Do your cost figures include the improvements that Vermont Railway will do in the upcoming years?
In terms of benefits, is there a factor added because you are enhancing the freight capabilities of the
state? A: The benefits of freight are not included. Vermont Railway would not bring the tracks to the
level of service required for this type of passenger service. We have not overestimated the costs since we
have included the improvements between Charlotte and Burlington. John Pennington: We would not
upgrade the track to Class IV and we wouldn't add signalization.
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Q: Did you look at eliminating grade crossings in the corridor? A: No.
Q: Are these federal or state dollars paying for this? A: If it were constructed, it would be a combination
of federal and state dollars. These are total costs to construct right now.

Q: Is there a precedent to pay for this, like the commuter rail funding? A: There is no precedent but
commuter rail is one model.
Q: What is your cost figure for gates at public crossings? How many are there? A: Gates are estimated
between $150,000-200,000 per crossing. There are about 26 crossings in Vermont.
Q: What are the comparative costs to replace highways and build rail? I advocate rail travel and I feel
that highways are far more expensive than rail. A: We don't address that in this report. Comment: It's
very critical to address this. It helps to persuade people how important this is. A: It is very difficult to
come up with a magic number to compare a railroad to a highway. I've heard figures up to $1 million a
lane mile for highways. It depends on the condition of the road and rail. The condition of the existing
ROW can make these numbers change dramatically.
Q: For a local perspective, the Circ. Highway costs $80 million for 20 miles of road. Did you calculate
the cost-per-passenger-mile of the various scenarios? A: No. We didn't go beyond capital costs.
Comment: We would like to see the bang for the buck.
Q: What are the fares? A: They are comparable to what they are now. We included a list of strategies in
our report to increase ridership, and one is to reduce fares.

Q: What percentage of travel is by air? A: Air is about 6 percent of total travel and rail is now about 1
percent.
Q: There is no costlbenefit analysis. What information are you giving decision makers in order to make
good decisions? A: We're giving them the cost. The Legislature will have a lot to think about and they
can ask for more information. We consider the report to be a component of the information going to the
Legislature and the Governor.
Q: The speed of 30 mph seems slow to me. A: This includes all the stops too. It depends on the class of
track. Q: If it's going to be truly a viable alternative, it seems like speed more than anything would
increase your ridership? A: Yes, speed is an important component of ridership. Many people also see
this as an economic development strategy, especially those in the tourist industry. Comment: Yes, it
supports the type of industry that we have here.
Q: There are advances in train technology that allow trains to move faster on existing track? A: We did
not consider new technologies such as tilt train, conventional train technology was assumed.
Q: If you reduce travel time by an hour, how much will ridership increase? A: I can't give you an answer
right now. This was merely an estimate.
Q: Your adding in a 40 percent cost factor, but you're not adding in technological advances to get faster
speeds. A: This is a conceptual study. Comment: If you assume Amtrak is the operator, which mayor
may not be valid, they have extremely tight resources. They utilize high tech solutions on heavily used
corridors. Vermont would have to subsidize a high tech solution.
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Comment: Sheri Larsen (on behalf of Peter Clavelle and Wayne Roberts who left early): We are very .
excited about the prospect of bringing passenger rail to Burlington. We have worked hard in the last
Legislative session and encourage the VAOT to continue this work and we would really like to see this
happen.
The meeting adjourned at 8:30PM.
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Melinda & Rick Moulton, 109 Moulton Dr., Huntington
Betty Wheeler, 94 Main St., Middlebury, 05753
Stan Hamlet, PO Box 209, Underhill Ctr., 05490
Tim Shea, LCRCC, 60 Main St., Burlington, 0540 I
Peter Carlough, 64 Bilodeau Ct., Burlington, 05401
George Gerecke, 50 White Birch Lane, Williston, 05495
Clay Poitras, VAOT-Planning, 133 State St., Montpelier. 05603
Dermis Delany, Mt. Philo Road, Charlotte
James McNamara, 211 Killarney Drive, Burlington, 05401
Kermeth Albert, 70 Pierson Dr., Shelburne
Rep. Karen Lafayette, 109 Caroline St., Burlington, 05401
Bill McConnick, 106 Main St., Burlington, 05401
Sue Miller, 1 Main St., Burlington, 05401
Joseph Maroun, 435 Dorset St., Apt. 69, S. Burlington, 05403
Julie Campoli, 23 Ledgemere St., Burlington, 05401
Peter Keating, CCMPO
Peter Plume au, CCMPO
Dick Kellogg, 186 College St., Burlington
Peter Clavelle, Mayor, Burlington
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Appendix)

RESPONSE TO COMMENTS NOT FULLY ADDRESSED AT THE PUBLIC MEETINGS
•
•

•
•

Text regarding the phasing of construction was clarified. (Construction Options section)
Text discussing the construction of the southern segments (Between Albany and North Bennington)
as a potential first phase of the project was added.(Construction Options and Ridership sections) A
rough estimate of ridership for this option could derived by adding ridership for appropriate stations
(North Bennington, Manchester, Rutland).
Current Ethan Allen ridership was added to the report (Ridership section).
Travel time between ABRB station is noted below. Times are inclusive of rail stops and, in general,
assume an average travel speed of 40 mph. minutes
FromfTo
BUR
MID
RUT
MAN
BEN
SCH

ALB
NYP

•

BUR

52
100
149
181
252
270
435

MID

RUT

MAN

BEN

SCH

ALB

NYP

52

100
48

149
97
48

181
129
80
32

252
200
151
103
71

270
218
169
121
89
18

435
383
334
286
254
183
165

48
97
129
200
218
383

48
80
151
169
334

32
103
121
286

71
89
254

18
183

165

Regarding the impact of the ABRB on the Vermonter, the following could be noted:

The Vermonter station that will be most directly impacted by the ABRB will be Essex Junction. From
the viewpoint of the Chittenden County traveler, both the Essex Junction and Burlington rail stations can
be considered primary rail stations. Currently, approximately one-third of the Vermonter's annual Essex
Junction boardings is destined for New York Penn. This amounts to approximately 3,000 boardings
annually. Since the ABRB will be significantly better in travel time between Chittenden County and New
York City (7 hours versus 9.5 hours) it is reasonable to assume that more than 90% of these will choose
the ABRB train over the Vermonter.
The other two-thirds of the existing Vermonter's Essex Junction boardings are destined for points north
of New York City, or south of New York City (roughly one-third in either segment). Since these
destinations would not be served by the ABRB, it is reasonable that these market segments will not be
significantly changed if the ABRB and Vermonter were both to operate.
One could make the argument that other Vermonter stations such as Montpelier might lose market share
were the ABRB to be instituted, but this does not appear likely. First, as stated above, the only market
where the two trains compete is the New York City market. While this is a significant market, it accounts
only for one-third of the total Vermonter market. Second, it already is faster, from the point of view of a
potential Montpelier rail trip to New York, to drive to Rutland and board the EAE in that city rather than
to board the Vermonter directly in Montpelier. This is telling us: a) that there are other factors besides
travel time that are part of the decision to take the train; and, b) that closest rail station generally will be
chosen. Even with a reconstituted Ethan Allen (as per the ABRB Full Build), these other factors will still
be at play for most Vermonter riders destined for NYC.
How the Vermonter service might be reconfigured were the ABRB to be initiated has not been assessed.
This is an important and complicated analysis that deserves careful study in it own right.
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•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•

Appendix}

Cost Estimates for the Vermont portion of right-of-way were reviewed by VTR. VTR's written "
response to the cost estimate follows these notes. (See attached letter from VTR.)
Abbreviations used in the Cost Estimates are explained via footnotes.
VAOT' s recent Intercity Bus Study discussed bus ridership via Route 7. The ABRB study was not
intended to develop comparative ridership for a bus alternative. (see VAOT's Intercity Bus Study)
Elimination of grade crossings was not considered as part of this study, as an assessment of
individual crossings would be required. Closing crossings is a significant cost element that requires
a "diagnostic", or review, of each individual crossing by a technical team.
Explanation of how construction contingencies are reduced over the life of a project is added as an
Appendix to the Final Report.
Explanation of the factors included in the 20% design allowance is added as an Appendix to the Final
Report.
Measures of effectiveness could be considered in a subsequent, more detailed, ABRB study.
Measures that are typically considered include change in total capital and operating cost per
incremental passenger ("cost effectiveness"), travel time savings, low income households served,
environmental benefits, the change in operating cost per passenger-mile, and transit supportive land
use policies and future patterns. Proposed transit projects such as ABRB would typically be
compared to "no build" and "transportation systems management" alternatives. Looking at cost per
passenger mile is only one factor that should be considered in evaluating the overall cost-benefit of
the project.
The effect of an ABRB running time decrease on projected ridership could be considered as part of a
subsequent, more detailed, ABRB study.
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General Offices
One Railway Lane. Burlington. VT 05401-5290
Tel (802) 658-2550
Fax (802) 658-2553

•

CD

'ClARENDON
AND Pln-SFORD

R~CE'VED
OCT 0 51998
LS TRANSIT SYSTEMS I~

September 30, 1998

BOSTON

Mr. Glenn Gershaneck
Secretary of Transportation
Vermont Agency of Transportation
133 State Street
Montpelier, VT 05633
Re:

VAOT AlbanylBenningtonlRutlandlBurlington Passenger Rail Study

Track Costs
Dear Glen:
On September 22, 1998, I met with Mike McArdle ofLS Transit Systems, Inc. (LSTS) to
discuss the above-referenced project.
LSTS' estimate, for the track portion of work only, is in the order-of-magnitude of
$65,000,000. This is in line with VTR's estimate of $55,000,000 for upgrades to the
track between Burlington, VT and Hoosick, NY in order to operate at FRA Class 3.
VTR is not in a position to comment at this time on the costs associated with stations,
right-of-way, grade crossings, structures and permitting/wetland mitigation.
I hope this letter clarifies VTR's position on this project and its feasibility study. We look
forward to working with the V AOT in the future as this project progresses forward.

Sincerely,
~nnont)Railway,

\ ~~

Inc.

flohn

Pennington
President
"Serving New England's Industry With Pride"

• """.
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APPENDIX K - DEMAND FORECASTING METHODOLOGY
METHOD OF ESTIMATING RIDERSIDP
The passenger ridership model for the passenger rail alternatives was based on current ridership on the
Vermonter and Ethan Allen services. The statistical model was developed in three stages: 1) basic
demand, 2) local market factors, and 3) destination factors.
The first stage of the model estimates intercity trips and assigns a proportion of these trips to the rail
mode. The intercity travel estimates were based on the 1995 American Travel Survey (ATS) and the
distance between stations. The preliminary rail share was estimated using a mode choice model
developed by Resource Systems Group, Inc. for the Georgia Department of Transportation. Model modes
include auto, air, intercity bus, and rail. Model variables include travel time, travel cost, frequency of
service, and travel distance.
In the second stage, local market data were factored into the model. Two major variables were used:
rooms and meals tax receipts, and college students within 10 miles of a rail station. Rooms and meals
taxes are an indicator of business activity, especially tourism business activity. College students
represent a special population that may be more likely to choose the rail mode than the average traveler.
In the third stage, two final variables were added to correct observed model errors. First, the model was
under-predicting travel to and from New York City. A variable was added to the model to correct for
this. New York City's unique characteristics include being especially inhospitable to automotive travel,
having a high proportion of residents without cars, and being a travel gateway to the rest of the world.
The model was also under-predicting travel to some of Vermont's downtown areas with rail service. This
effect is present primarily for trips originating to the north and returning to the south which are trips that
can be completed within a day. We suspect that many of these trips are day trips that may be induced, in
part, by the presence ofthe rail service. Therefore, we have labeled this variable - "Vermont day trip."
The final model is shown below. It has a multiplicative form and includes the seven variables discussed
above, plus a model constant.
The model was transformed by taking the natural logarithm of both sides so that linear regression could
be applied.

Model coefficients and "t" statistics are shown below. All variables have signs in the expected directions.
Ridership rises with indicated ATS travel and decreases with distance. It rises almost proportionally with
the preliminary rail share estimated using the Georgia model. (A coefficient of 1.0 would indicate a
perfect fit.) Ridership rises with each of the four other factors: rooms and meals taxes, college students,
New York Penn Station, and Vermont day trip. The table below shows the model variables, coefficients,
and associated t statistics.
Coefficient
k: 8.754
bi : 0.696
b2: -0.729
b3: 1.131

Intercept (k)
ATS trips (ATS)
Distance (dist)
Initial rail probability (prob)
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5.207
-1.547
1.530
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VT rooms and meals tax per capita (r&m)
College students per capita (stud)
New York Penn Station (NVP)
Vermont day trip (VDT)

b4:
b5:
b6:
b7:

00400
0.715
3.089
2.846

2.856
2.726
4.891
5.196

The "t" statistics for all seven variables are good, with five of the variables being statistically significant
at greater than a 99 percent confidence level.
KEY ASSUMPTIONS AND DATA SOURCES
The statistical model that generates the ridership estimates contains a number of important assumptions.
Several of these assumptions are policy or operation-related variables that can be modified as the
operational characteristics of the proposed service are more clearly defined. The key assumptions of
cost, travel time, and frequency are outlined in the table below.
Mode

Cost

Rail

$O.211mile

Auto
Air

$0.10/mile
Lowest airfare with
Saturday stay over.
Lowest fare between
city pairs

Bus

Travel Time
Based on schedule for city pairs currently
served by rail; based on average speed of 40
mph for city pairs with no existing service.
Based on average speed of 50 mph.
Based on air travel time only; no access or
egress time included.
Based on bus schedule.

Frequency
2 northbound and 2
southbound trains per
day.
Based on existing service.
Based on existing service.

The ndershIp estImatIon model does not dIstmguIsh between ongms and destmatIons of tnps. Instead,
the model is based on a total demand created by city pairs. As such, we have assumed an equal 50150
split in boardings and alightings for station pairs. This implicitly assumes that every one way trip is
matched with a return trip. In reality, there tends to be a slight imbalance between boardings and
alightings at anyone station. For example, from April 1997 to March 1998, the Rutland station recording
9,206 boardings and 9,898 alightings, which are 48% and 52% of total Rutland ridership, respectively.
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